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This study alms at enquiring i n t o the structure 
and working of the i n s t i t u t i o n of saj4fes in Mughal period* 
Sone of the aspects on which th is i s focused are< geographical 
d is t r ibu t ion of yarais> factors promoting th is i n s t i t u t i o n } the 
organizational set up of sara ia . categories of people using 
gara ia . and f a c i l i t i e s provided in then* In addit ion to abovet 
the arch i tec tura l features* namely» the planning and lay-out of 
the ff^rais and the u t i l i z a t i o n of space in i t have also been 
studied* I have presented th is study here in two par ts ; the 
f i r s t Part comprises of an analysis of the working of the 
i n s t i t u t i o n of aa ra is . while in the second Part the planning 
and lay-out of eight surviving structures of SMlkkA belonging to 
d i f f e r e n t periods ranging from the second half of I 6 th century to 
the f i r s t half of i 8 th century has been discussed* At the end a 
short summary of the conclusions i s given which re la tes to both 
Parts of th is study* 
The description of structures in part il i s 
based on the information col lected by a team of the members 
of the Department of Historyt A«n*U. A l igarh , including myself 
i n course of a survey of medieval monuments undertaken during 
nay and September 1977* The report of th is survey i s nearing 
completion and i s expected to be published in one of the f o r t h -
coming issues of Wedieval India-A maea l l anv . Eight plans 
. . i l 
(11; 
appended to part II of this dissertation were prepared In the 
Department of History with ny assistance for inclusion in the 
report of the survey* The Part I of this study is mainly based 
on the travel accounte of European travellers visiting India 
during the PHjghal period* and the Archaeological sources* The 
available Cngliah translations of Persian chronidea and an 
interesting treatise from our point of vieWf written in Hindi 
during the first quaftsr of i7th centuryt namely, Ardhakatha. 
have also been used* Ocoaeional referenoee cited from the 
original works in ''ersian have been very kindly furnished to me 
by nr Iqtidar Alam Khan, my supervisor* In this lightf it is 
evident that this study is of a very limited nature* It neither 
takes into account vast amount of evidence that c(%Jld be obtained 
from sources written in Persian and Indian languages other than 
Hindi, nor it could be possible to survey even all the known 
structures of flughal aaraia surviving in different parts of the 
country* Thus the conclusions arrived at on the basis of this 
study should be treated as strictly tentative* 
The nature of the sources used here, is discussed 
briefly in chapter I, which is conceived as an introduction 
to thia study* The bibliography given at the and is in ths 
form of a book-list undsr the headinga 'Sources' and 'Modern 
Works' and the titles of the books in both these oategoriea are 
entered in the alphabetical order of the names of the authors* 
...ill 
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The s p e l l i n g s of place names used I n t h i s d i s s e r t a t i o n 
are i n accordance w i t h the s p e l l i n g s used by the Survey of I nd ia * 
In the t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n of the iPersian words, I have f o l l o u e d the 
p r i n c i p l e adopted I n S te ingass 's i ^ers ian-Cngl ish D i c t i o n a r y * But 
i n the case of t i t l e s of the books I have adhered t o the s p e l l i n g s 
as g iven i n the pub l i shed e d i t i o n s , and i n the case of manuscr ipts 
as g iven i n s tandard b i b l i o g r a p h i e s and l i b r a r y cata logues* 
I am deeply indebted t o Mr I q t i d a r Alam Khan, my 
s u p e r v i s o r , f o r the kindness and unders tand ing he always showed 
t o me* I can never f o r g e t the keenoess and care w i t h which he 
examined my work* He a l s o gave me some very va luab le re ferences 
from the o r i g i n a l works i n iPersian* 
I am g r a t e f u l t o Prof* I r f a n Habib f o r h i s advice 
and suggest ions which enabled me t o u t i l i z e the i n f o r m a t i o n 
regard ing place-names i n a very u s e f u l way* 
I t i s my pleasant duty t o thank Wr Nasi r Hussain 
Z a i d i and Mr Zahoor A l l Khan f o r the p repara t ion of the plana of 
aa ra i s and a map i nc luded here* I am t h a n k f u l t o my young f r i e n d , 
Faiz Habib, f o r p repar ing graph and a s s i s t i n g me i n f i n a l i z i n g the 
plans of a a r a i s . f o r photocopying* 
I am a l so beholden t o my f r i e n d s , Hr Mohd* A f za l Khan, 
Mr Bhanwar Bhadani, and Mr Ahmad Raza Khan, who helped i n d i f f e r e n t 
ways i n the p repara t ion of t h i s d i s s e r t a t i o n * 
L a s t l y , I thank Mr M.rt* A f r i d i f o r t yp i ng w i t h great care 
t h i s d i s s e r t a t i o n , i n a very shor t period* 
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Saraial Gaopraphioal Dietributlon 
Tha institution of aaraia was an inportant 
featura of tha Indian sooiaty of mediaval period* Saraia 
wara genarally large encloaurea providing boardt stable* fodder, 
entertainnant and similar other facilities to the travellers* 
These were located in large towns and on important routes at 
reasonable distances in the country-side* All the available 
evidence about the aarais in India pertains to the period 
following tha Turkish conquest, which night indicate that this 
institution in its form that is familiar to us through historical 
evidence was introduced in this country by the Turks* There is 
definite evidence to show that the con||ructian of aarais as a 
public welfare measure by state during the Mughal period was not 
a new phenomenon* Saraie are known to have existed in the 
4 
v i c i n i t y of Delhi aa early as in Balban's reign* At l e a s t 
from Firuz Tughluq's time onward the rulers of Delhi Sultanate 
2 
are d e f i n i t e l y known to have es tab l i shed saraia for public use* 
The most s i g n i f i c a n t contribution in t h i s d irec t ion was, however, 
1* RMteBwl, TaPikh-^ f^rUHhflh^t sd . Sh* Abdur Rashid, 
pp. 65-6* 
2 . Shams-i SiraJ Afif , Tarikh-i Firoaahahi ( t r . E l l i o t 
& Oowsonj, Vol. 3 , p* 354* 
Cf. Abdulla, Tarikh-i Daudi (tr. Elliot & Oowson), 
Vol. 4, p. 447. 
(2) 
mads by Shsr Shah* According to the author of Tarikh-l 
Shershahi» Sher Shah satabl iahed aaralf^ for the convenlsnce 
of traval lara on every roadt at a distance of tuo k,o^* Saraift 
were bu i l t at regular in terva l s of distance on the road running 
from ''anjab to Bengal* Similarly aaraia were e s tab l i shed on the 
roads running between Agra and Burhanpurt Agra and Jodhpur, and 
Lahore and Multan* He i s known to have bu i l t nearly 1700 s a r a i s 
on various roads throughout his kingdom* This t rad i t i on was than 
followed by the Plughals* 
Travel in medieval India was undertaken large ly 
by traders* merchants* pilgrims* and s t a t e - o f f i c i a l s and the ir 
troopers* It may be presumed that with the i n t e n s i f i c a t i o n of 
money sconomy and resu l t ing expansion of commerce during the I6th 
2 
and l7th centuries* the movement of trade w<3uld become more brisk* 
1* Abbas Khan Sarwani* Tarikh-i Sharahahi ( t r . E l l i o t k 
Oowson>* Vol. 4* p* 417* 
Cf* Niccolas Manucoi, Storia do Wooor (tr* Uilliam 
Irvine)* Vol* I, p* 115* 
2* The introduction of assignment syatem by the Turkish 
conquerors seems to have created condit ions for the 
establishment of rural market and promoting money economy 
According t o Irfan Habib, in Mughal India* with i t s 
assignment system ii^QXn) perfected under Akbar "most of 
the surplus waa put on the narkstn and therefore* a very 
large portion of agr icu l tura l production would not have 
been d i r e c t l y ' for use '* but would have been commodity 
production* properly speaking* It not merely introduced 
money r e l a t i o n s in to a system of 'natural economy** but 
a l s o engendered a s h i f t t o high-grade crops and cash 
crops*" According to him "the rural monetizetion was 
(• . .contd*) 
• • • 3 
(3) 
The increasing frequency of t rave l would natural ly create 
greater denand for a larger number of f^raifS as well as better 
f a c i l i t i e s in them* Ample evidence i s ava i lab le in the form of 
general statements occulting in the ''ersian chronic les as well as 
in the accounts of the European t r a v e l l e r s t o the e f f e c t that 
Mughal India had a vary large number of aaraia well placed along 
the main routes*^ 
Usually the AaiSbL were b u i l t to provide accommodation 
t o the t r a v e l l e r s on the ir way-side stops during n ight . In some 
of these there was provision for food a l s o in addit ion to other 
(Footnote continued) 
almost e n t i r e l y the r e s u l t of the need to transfer 
surplus agr icu l tura l produce t o the towns*" (Cf. Irfan 
Habiby ' P o t e n t i a l i t i e s of C a p i t a l i s t i c Development in 
the Economy of Mughal India* t Enquiry. New Saries» 
Vol. I l l , No. 3 , Winter, l 9 7 l , pp.. 12> 55.> 
For a de ta i l ed discuss ion of the i n t e n s i f i c a t i o n of 
long distance and loca l commerce in the Mughal Empire, 
s e e , Irfan Habib, T g^ Agrairj^an Syatgff of Htfghal ^ndU» 
Ch.II, 'Trade in Agricultural Protiuce*. 
1* gflfjy Trava^g n^ ^ndUt »^* *^ ''outer, p. 325. 
Edward Terry observes "For their works of charitie 
many richmen build iSLHSda.*'^ 
Cf . Abd0l Fa i l , Ain- i Akbari ( t r . H. Blochmann), 
o l . I , P* 232. 
Niccolae Manuoci, op. e i t . . pp. 115, 159. Indian 
Travels of Thevenot A Careri . ad. Surendra Nath Sen, 
p. 48. 
Fray Sebastian Wanrique, Jr^ve l e of FgaY Sebastian 
Manriqua I tr . C.E. Luard;, Vol. I I , p. 152. 
U) 
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facilities, uhtreas in others food was oQoked by the traveller 
2 
himself* 
Inayatul la , Tft^ ffitAa-Jl ^KfrflmflBa i t r . E l l i o t & 
Oousoni, Vol. 4, p* 111, "At t h i s period almshouses 
were d irected to ba e s tab l i shed throughout the Imperial 
dominions; a l so qaravan aarai for t r a v e l l e r s at every 
s tage , where food was t o be prepared and held in readi -
ness at a l l times for the way-worn t r a v e l l e r , who i s 
usual ly too fatiguad to be equal to the exert ion of 
cooking his own repast*" 
Cf. a*a. Tavernier, TgaVB.118 in ^ndlat Vol* I . P* 54. 
" wherever the word jjUiA occurs, i t means 
that i t i s a great enclosure of y a l l s or hedges within 
which are arranged a l l round 50 or 60 huts covered with 
thatch* There are some men and women, who a e l l f l our , 
r i c e , butter and vege tab le s , and who take care to 
prepare bread and cook r ice* If by chance any 
riuhammadan should come there , he goes to the v i l l a g e to 
seek for a piece of mutton or a fowl, and those who 
supply the food t o the t r a v e l l e r clean out for him the 
house that he wishes to take and place in i t a small 
bed of g i r t h s , upon which he spreads the mattress that 
he carr ies on the road*" 
2* ^arly TyaVBitg in IndJ^ fl» ed. U. Foster, p. 311* 
Edward Terry observes, "Onsly in great townes and 
c i t i e s are fa i re houses b u i l t fox the i r r e c e i t (which 
they c a l l sarray) , not inhabited; where any passengers 
may have roome f r e e l y , but must bring with him his 
bedding, h is cooke, and other necessar ies wherein to 
dresse h is meate; " 
(s) 
A major part of th« avidenca ralating to tha 
Institution of aaraia is availabls in tha accounts of European 
travallars* Thara ara raPaatad referanoas to tha axistanca of a 
larga nuaber of aaraia in diffarant parts of tha Mughal anpira 
in thesa traval accounts* Thay naka spaoific mantion of a larga 
nunbar of big aaraif in urban cantres like Agraf Delhi, Lahore» 
Patnay atc«y and also provide information about tha general 
Pattern of the distribution of f^trajLa on different routes in the 
country* The structures of soma of thesa larger aaraia have 
survived, though their number is oomparatiuoly small* 
Apparently tha surviving structures represent 
only a small fraction of tha total number of aaraia of different 
aiza and nature that actually existed during the Mughal period* 
In the District Cazattears of various provinces, sections dealing 
with the dascription of 'public buildings* mostly relate to 
aaraia* Dcoasional mantion of persona responsible for 
establishing thasa saraia is also found* fiany aaraia are 
recorded as 'district board aajmlS.'• t^ is possible that many 
of these are the old aarai,s built under the Mughal and other 
pra<*Briti8h regimes uhich came to be owned by district boards* 
1* Afie such specific instance is that of a aayai at 
Shahjahanpur owned by the District Board* According 
to the District Gatattaer. it uaei built by Hakim Mahndi 
Ali Khan who apparently held the position of a OJUIM. ^n 
tha kingdom of Auadh around 1804 A.D. A marble tablet 
{•....cwtd.) 
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^liports of tha ^rehaaolooieal Survey of India also provlda 
interasting inforMation rsgarding aarala» These reports^as is 
uell*known^relate to the Survey, conservation and preservation 
operations pertaining nainly to the buildings of the pre-Turkish 
periodt In thess reports, the fflonunents of the so-called nuslim 
period have rarely been described* Few nedieval nonunents that 
attracted the notice of the ArchaeolOQical Suruav of India are 
uell-known royal buildings* However, occasional and sumnary 
mention of the surviving structures of aarais. in these reports 
are of immense Help in £io far as it makes the task of locating 
them easier* 
Some idea of the geographical distribution^ of 
the large number of qaraig that existed during the Rughal 
Period can be had from the location and nofcienclature of a large 
number of villages and other localities that either have the word 
{footnote continued) 
bearing an inscription in English ia placed on the right 
sids of the main gate of the sarai. The text of the 
inscription is given below* 
"This sarai and the neighbouring masonry bridge built 
50 years ago by Nauab Pluntazzimul Oowlah Bahadur Hakim 
nehd| Ali Khan have been given by his heir in possession 
Nawab Mlrzai Begum, together with the land opposite the 
sarai by way of endowment for the maintenance and repair 
of the sar^i and bridge to the municipality of the city of 
Shahjahanpur as a free gift on the 14th of 3an. 1877 A.O* 
on the sole condition of the sarai and bridge being kept as 
such and in good repair in memory of the said Nawab Hakim 
nehdt Ali, the gift and conditicvts being made with the full 
concurrence of Hr Robert C* Currie, Magistrate and 
Collector of Shahjahanpur*" 
Similar inscription in Persian is available on the left 
side of the main gate* 
...7 
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aatal in their names or are associated with aarais in any other 
fashion in popular tradition* In the Districit Census Handbooks of 
l951f nanes of villages belonging to each Parqan^ and the names of 
Pluhallas in every toun are given* Uith the help of these 
Handbookgy it is possible to prepare a list of such villages and 
localities which carry the designation sarajL as part of their names• 
It ist of coursSf possible that a number of starais have disappeared 
without giving their names to any villages or muhallaa. Houeverf 
it can be assumed that any areay where a large number of village-
names carry the auffix-s^rai is likely to have had a correspondingly 
large number of sarais* In this connection,^ it is also interestinc 
to note that the largest number of sar^i names are available from 
the Gangetic plains» mainly the region ooverod by the flughal 
provinces of Agra, Allahabad and Awadh which together comprise 
the present stats of Uttar Pradesh* The total number of such 
names in this region approaches 1300, whereas the corresponding 
numbers for the '^anjab, Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, Madhya Pradesh, 
Gujarat, and Rajasthan are 56, 17, 205, 21, 154, 8, and 15 
respectively* 
This rather sharp contrast between the total 
number of sarai names occurring in Uttar Pradesh and those 
1* Refer my paper 'The Distribution of sarais and Mughal 
Trade-routes in Uttar Pradesh', Indian History Congress, 
1976 (Calicut Session). 
2* See the graph appended here* 
• • • o 
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In the remaining parte of the ocxintry is difficult to explain* 
The factors that ue have suggested as promoting the construction 
of qarais in l^ ughal Indiat viz* increasing trade and frequency of 
travel with the growth of noney economy would apply equally to 
places like Bengal and Gujarat* As a matter of fact the trade 
factor would comparatively be more Pertinent to these two regions* 
One possible explanation for this dictParity could 
be that for the institution of saraia outside Uttar Pradesh* 
particularly in regions like Gujaratt Bengalt and Orisssi there 
might have existed some other terms* But this does not look 
plausible as it has not been possible to identify any place 
names in these regions carrying any local variant as suffix for 
the term JBA££L1* Koreoverf it is worth remembering that a 
considerable number of place names carrying the term sarai as 
suffix exist in these regions as well* This goes to show that 
the term sarai was in use all over the (Mughal Empire for inns* 
Hence the causes for this disparity are to be searched elsewhere* 
For the large number of-fl^rai names in Uttar 
iPradesht it may tentatively be suggested that these are 
sites of small a^ r^ i,q catering to cattle traders moving from 
place to place in small parties* During a recent survey of 
§^raia along the route taken by Peter l^ undy in 1632 A.O* a large 
number of sites of small saraia located at various places between 
1* C9 Abul Fazl, Akbar Nama (tr* H. UeveridgeJ, Vol. I, 
see PP* 399-4OQ: wherein an allusion is made to the 
establishment of '^arais on roada at the distance of 
every ko^' by the rulers of Bengal* This evidence 
goes to suggest the existence of a large number of 
aaraip in Bengal from the pre-Fiughal period. 
...9 
(9) 
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Nathura and Ghatanpur wara i d e n t i f i e d * Local t rad i t ions 
re la t ing to many of thasa AA£aJL s i tes suggEist that these were 
aeant primari ly for the Parties of cat t la- ' t raders t r a v e l l i n g 
with comparatively smaller number of ca t t i es * Such small part ies 
would ba making frequent halts during the i r Journey and unlike 
those bigger part ies driving large herds uuuld f ind i t insecure 
to camp in the open f i e l d s * I t may be guestsed that in the pre-
B r i t i s h Period horsaa u(%ild probably be one of the most common 
categories of ca t t ies taken along th is route* Long distance 
trade in horses imported from Central Asia across t h i s s g i o n is 
2 
fully established* 
Apart from cattle-traders, some of these saraia 
located at short distances on the main routes uould also be 
catering to the needs of ordinary travall^rs moving in small 
groups* Our evidence tends to suggest that while in the Gangetic 
plains and between Delhi and Lahorei it ua» possible for persons 
moving in smaller Parties to travel safely,, the mode of travel in 
other regions e*g*i between Gujarat and Agray Burhanpur and Agrai 
nultan and Lahore* Kabul and Lahore* and i^ ultan and Qandahar 
1* ^afer to the Heport of a Survey of some of the 
sarfiip and other f^adieval monuments in the districts 
of Mathura* Agra, Etawa* Kanpur* and Farrukhabad 
conducted by a taam of the members of the Department 
of History* Aligarh Muslim University* consisting of 
Iqtidar Alam Khan* 3amal Kohd* SJLddiqi* Ravindra Kumar* 
Nasir Zaidi* Taskeen Ahmad and Shareef in I^ ay and 
September 1977 (Typescript)* 
2* Simon Digby* War Horse and Elephant in tha Delhi 
^yJtanatBt PP« 34-6. 
. ..10 
do; 
would ba in th« form of large paravans> 'Thus't as Norsland 
dePiotSf ' the roads did not carry a steady stream of t r a f f i c ' In 
these regions* Ranriqua t e l l s us that at one occasion having 
missed a caravan at Multan* he was placed J.n a d i f f i c u l t 
s l tuat ion» but fortunately for him came a nob le ' s camp with 
2 
whom he resumed h i t Journey* Similar evidence for Gujarat 
can a l s o be c i ted from Peter Plundy's trave l s* The 'caphi la ' 
(liafJLifl.) of 'Peter Mundy while t r a v e l l i n g from Agra to Surat 
Joined the ' laskarre ' ^lashkar) of 'Backur Ckaun' (Sakir Khan) 
•I 
at Nibhera. On the other hand from Ardha Katha we knou that 
as early as 1600 A*0* i t s authori Banarasi Das, who was 
frequently t r a v e l l i n g between Agra and Jaunpur, used to move 
in smaller part ies* On one occasion* when he was t rave l l ing from 
3aunpur to Agra with only 19 peraons* the Party was swindled by a 
counterfe i ter at Kora near Chatanipur ; s imi lar ly Surat Singh, the 
author of Tazkira-i Pjr Haasu Tali^ writing in 1652 depicts many 
1* U*H* Moreland, India at tha Di.ath of Akbar. p. 205* 
2* TravBla of fgav Se):}aaUBn i^ a^nE^ n^ ui ( t r . c . c . Luard), 
Vol. I I . PP* 252»3. Horaland Undia at thp Death of 
Akbar) quoting from Murray's HigljortQgJ, Account 9f 
piaQOverias and Travels in Asia and Edward naclagan's 
'Journal of the Panjab Histor ica l S o c i e t y , l 9 i i ' , Wol.I, 
PP* 83, 151, specify the Period for which Manrique had 
to wait for the next caravan as s ix months* 
3 . The Travels of Pater Wundv. ed* fUC* Temple, Vol* I I , 
P* 231* 
4* Banarasi Das, Ardha K^t^g (Hindi,, ed* Mata Prasad Gupta^ 
pp. 38 -9 . 
5. MS. Department of History, AMU,, Aligarh. 
11 
( i i ; 
of h is Journsys to dif f«r«nt places betuasn Lahore and Agra In 
which he was usual ly moving with part ies conalst lng of a few 
fr iends and personal attendants* This kind of evidence c lear ly 
points at a s i t u a t i o n of travel In the Gangetlc Plains and between 
Delhi and Lahore which would promote the establishment of a large 
number of smaller sara l s at short distances in t h i s region* 
Apparently Akbar's order recorded In Takmlla-1 Akbarnama for the 
establishment of sara l s at every s tage and t 3 keep prepared fpod 
In readiness at these ftayalf at a l l times for the way-worn 
t r a v e l l e r refers t o t h i s kind of sara l s* 
Small as these sara l s wersi they opened Into a 
small courtyard which contained few mangers on one s ide and 
three or four thatched rooms on the othart with some open space 
In the centre where c a t t i e s could be t ied* One saral of t h i s kind 
located by me at Shlkohabadt known as 'Habbo kl s^ral ' covered 
roughly an area of i^a acre* A large number of - sara l names In 
the rural areas of Uttar '^adesh probably refer t o t h i s category 
2 
of sara l s* 
In this study an analysis of the distribution of 
-saral names Is attempted only for the region covered by Uttar 
Pradesh on account of the availability of detailed Information 
about It* Any conclusions regarding the Pattern of this 
1* Inayatulla, OP* clt* 
2* Report of Survey^ Department of History, AMU. op. clt* 
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d is t r ibu t ion should also hold good to one or the other degree 
for the geographical d is t r ibut ion of aaraia In other regions* 
The geographical d is t r ibut ion of -§ari^A names in 
th is region as obtained from D i s t r i c t Cansus Handbooks is shown 
in the nap appended here* In th is maPt the concentration of 
v i l lages and l o c a l i t i e s with -qara i names in the indiv idual 
Par9anaa is depicted* The method adopted fo:r showing th is 
concentration is as fol lowst The Parganas having f i v e or more 
such places are shoyn by c i rc les of diameters varying in length 
according to the number of the places; Paroan^a having less than 
f i ve such places are shown by dots* the number of dots corrsspondini 
with the number of places* For the purposes of comparison of 
alignmentf I have also shown in th is map the trade-routes worked 
out by I r fan Habib for his Ajtiaft as exist ing in 1595 A.D*'' 
A study of the pattern of the d is t r ibu t ion of 
- a a r a i names as i t emerges on the map brings out certain 
remarkable features* A number of alignments of dots and c i rc les 
representing -sara i names^ in diverse direct ions c lear ly suggest 
the presence of trade-routes along them* These alignments show 
a great measure of coincidence with the routes worked out by 
I r fan Habib* Some addi t ional alighment3suggesting the existence 
of trade-routes along them which have not been noticed by I r fan 
1* I r fan Habib, An Atlaa of the Wuohal Empire, (in Press;, 
Map* No* SB, 'Economic' Ut tar Pradesh, 1595 A.D. 
2* I r fan Habib, OP* cit^ 
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Hablb apparently on account of the absence of a direct 
evldencat are also discernible from this nap* The Impressions 
of trade-'rtutes conveyed by these various patterns may In turn be 
supported by Irfan Hablb's Identification of different localities 
through which they Pass as centres of various agricultural and 
Industrial products* 
Another remarkable feature of the Pattern of 
distribution of Individual sarals suggested by our map be 
noted* Qn either side of the two main alignments running between 
Agra and Banaras and between Delhi and Awadh» there are visible 
at short distances several sites denoting one or two sarals which 
together do not form any pattern* These sites may be taken as 
Indicating short distance feeder channels connecting the neighbour-
ing localities with the main trunks* A more detailed enquiry to 
ascertain the position of these isolated sitsis of sarals as centres 
of production or market might shed more light on this interesting 
questl(»i* 
Surviving larger structures of flarai^ mostly built 
2 
by the state and the nobles when plotted on this map do not 
show any considerable variation* It is thus evident that larger 
units also, to a great extent« conformed to the trade-routes in 
Uttar iPradesh* It nay be presumed that the Pattern emerging on 
this map of -sarai names in Uttar Pradesh would hold good for 
1* JMsi' 
2* Such sarals are shown by trianglesi each representing 
one aaxai* 
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-AAXajL names in othar r e g i m s of India as well* Isolated 
cases of larger aarais that are not located on the es tabl i shed 
and f u l l y i d e n t i f i e d trade-routes nay be at tr ibuted to 
administrat ive and other extra-economic factors* For ins tance! 
s t a t e saraia on the route t o Kashmir were b u i l t mainly to 
provide accommodation for the Emperor and his ret inue during 
his occasional v i s i t s to Kashmir for change of climate* 
Chapter - 2 
Catagorias of Sataia* Faotora 'Promoting thei Catabliahnant 
As the evidence stands* it is difficult to 
generalize with any degree of certainty as to uhat were 
the factors facilitating the establishment of such a large 
number of aaraia of different categories all over the Mughal 
empire* Whether the aaraia were established largely from 
philanthropic notivea or administrative and economic 
compulaiona also played an important relet is a significant 
question that can be answered only after a careful analysis 
of all the available evidence relating to the establishment of 
aaraia by various agencies* 
The evidence relating to the establishment of 
aaraia ia of varying nature* (Vie may* houever* divide the 
available evidence into tbo distinct categories - ia) historical 
evidence derived mainly from literary and archaeological 
sources, and (b) the aociological information available in the 
form of place-names and local traditions regarding the sarais* 
Keeping in view the distinct nature of these two types of 
evidenceSf it is convenient to discuss them separately* 
Incidentally the evidence derived from these two sources 
relates to two different kind of aaraia: while the specific 
evidence coming from 'a' pertains mainly to aarais of some 
significance, the information derived from 'b' enables one to 
16 
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hav0 aome Idea about the agencies establishing the large 
nuMber of smaller aJXlMlAt now nostly extinct, that apparently 
were scattered all over the Mughal empize* 
FrOB historical sources, mainly travel accounts 
and English translations of sone of the ^^ ersian chronicles 
used in this study, it could be possible to collect references 
regarding nearly 1100 individual aaraia. Out of these 1100 
aaraiq^ about 113|| it is possible, on the basis of these sources, 
to ascertain the Person or agency responsible for establishing 
them* A break-up of these 113 gara^-s into those established 
by different social categories like king and nobility, the 
zaffiindara. Petty-officials, and merchants etc.would shed light 
on the vafious circumstances and motives stimulating the 
establishment of aaraia during the Mughal period* But before 
such a break-up is attempted two points need to be clarified* 
Firstly, whether these 113 aaraia represent a random sample 
that could be used for drawing general conclusions about the 
larger situation? Secondly, as to what would be the line of 
distinction between different social categories? 
Regarding the first point it may be assumed 
that the information gleaned from archaeological sources and 
travellers* accounts would represent by and large a fair sample 
of the different kind of aaraia of some significance established 
by various categories of people* But in our sample, in 
addition to the above sources, information derived from P^ersian 
histories including a book like Haaair-ul Umra is also included* 
17 
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About this latter Inrormation one cannot be sure of its 
random nature* 'Particularly* information furnished by a 
source like Waaair-ul U«ara would tend to disturb the sample 
by adding disproportionately to the number of the aaraia 
established by the nobles* Houever« in our sample the number 
of saraia about which the information is derived exclusively 
from such sources is only seven* To be on the safer side* in 
our analysis, we have excluded these seven aaraiq from the 
total number, which reduces our sample to i06* 
About differentiating between various social 
categories, problem arises in those cases only where the 
person or agency establishing the aarai has not been mentioned 
clearly* A general principle, therefore, has been evolved thus: 
In deciding whether a parson responsible for establishing a 
qarai was a noble, I have been guided by the assumption that 
any one having the title of Khan or Bag held some position in 
the hierarchy of the Mughal officers* Of course, this 
criterion cannot be regarded as foolproof* Firstly, there is 
every possibility of individuals not in the service of the 
king, assuming such titles* Secondly, it is not very helpful 
in distinguishing an ordinary manaabdar from an officer of the 
rank that would Justify his categorization as an amir {i*s* 
noble)* But in this connection it may be pointed out that the 
number of individuals not in the service of the king having 
the titles of J2a.g and khan is unlikely to be large enough to 
disturb our sample* Till the end of l7th century such titles 
18 
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had not yet lost thair hierarchical neanings and were 
used only by thosa in the service of the king* Moreovert 
the tern noble is not used here in the limited connotation 
°f MELIA i'B* higher manaabdara of 500 and above. Another 
criterion used for classifying individuals into social catego-
ries is that all those Hindu names which have neither been 
specified as petty officials nor as merchants have been 
identified as ?;^ mindara. as it is known that aPart from the 
above two categories, zamindara were the only appropriating 
group who were predominantly Hindus* In this criterion there 
is one serious drawback* It would be difficult to distinguish 
betuasn an ordinary Hindu afaminriar and the one also having some 
position in the nobility* But the characterization thus made 
would not ba far inaccurate as it is known that almost 99^ of 
tha Hindu nobles were thosei who ware originally ^amind^ra or 
chieftaina* Tinallyt the Petty-officials and merchants are 
treated as forming a single category* This may be Justified 
with reference to the considerable evidence that exists 
suggesting social proximity and intar-professional mobility 
1* PI. Athar Ali, Tha Wuohal NobilitV undar Auranozab. 
p. 140. 
2* for the categorization of the laansabdara into two 
broad groups of ordinary mansabdarg and gJBijia. sae 
M. Ithar Ali, QP* cit. Ch. I. Compare W.H. Moreland, 
India at the Daath of Akbar. p. 61* 
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1 between these two groups* 
Out of the l06 qayai,8 tha t are being 
considered in t h i s samplef 36 are known to have been }t 
b u i l t by the Enperor and the members of the royal fanily* 
and 23 by nobles* Of the remaining 47 ggp^i^f 9 have been 
ascribed to the ;^aroindar^. 24 to petty o f f i c i a l s and merchants 
and 8 to categories l i k e re l ig ious d ign i t a r i e s and insti tutions 
etc* There are 6 aara is which have been es tabl ished by 
Par t icu lar castes or professional groups l i k e Ahir?. Saivida 
and Wahalan^ e t c . This break-up as i t obtained during 
di f ferent phases from the beginning of the I6th century 
onuards down to the end of the 18th century wil l become clear 
from the following table* 
1* Cf* Iq t ida r Alaro Khan, 'The Middle CI asses in the 
Mughal Empire*, Pres ident ia l Address, Medieval India Section, 
Indian History Conoraaa. 1975, pp. 20-21* "A quite early exaropl< 
of t h i s kind of mobility can be c i ted from the family history o1 
Banaraidas, the author of Ardha-Kathanak.. His grand-father, 
l^iuldag, was the p^pdi of a Mughal nobleaan of Huraayun while his 
fa ther , Kharagsen, served t i l l 1569 as a fotedar under Sirimal 
i^ai Ohanna, ftj.y^n o*^  Sulairaan Kararani . S imi lar ly , the 
prominent trading families of Rustamji and Abdul Ghafur of Sural 
were founded in l7th century by persons of p r i e s t l y background, 
while the father of Seth Oayaram, the broker of the Dutch Cast 
India Company in l72Q*s was rot4na^ii ( l e t t s r u r i t e r ) at the Dutch 
warehouse at Surat** 
2* The dates of establishment of a l l these sa ra i s 
could not be fully ascertained* The evidence in t h i s respect 
i s of two types, (a) where the date i s t e s t i f i e d through 
insc r ip t ions or other authent ic records, and (b) where the 
information i s based on t r a d i t i o n s and therefore the dates are 
l e s s re l iab le* In nearly 6P^ cases one has to rely mainly on 
t r ad i t ions* 
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It is evident from the break-up givian in the 
above table that the major contribution in the construction 
of this kind of aarala is of the kings and the nobility. But 
it cones up to only 55^ of the total jLaiM.3. as compared to AS% 
ascribed to other sections of society* In the remaining 45!^ t 
the major share is claimed by petty-offlclals and merchants* 
They together account for nearly 23% of the total as compared 
to the 22% of the remaining groups other than royalty and 
nobility* It is also noteworthy that in this sample the share 
of the zamind^rs is Q% only. This brings^forth a very 
Interestint) situation if it is kept in mind that the share of 
the king and the nobility in the total wealth of the society in 
the nughal empire is suggested as B7% while that of other 
appropriating groups put together as 13% only* From this 
comparison it emerges that while the share of the royalty and 
the nobles in the total wealth of the society was very large* 
their participation in establishing the g^ iraia is comparatively 
1» Oh the testimany of an anonymouis chronlclai 
fluharfra-Jl "yhawiwad Shah w NadJ-y Shaht °f the period 
Delhi was occupied by Nadir Shah it is known that 
"out of the total amount of Rupees 17 crores and 12 
lacs collected by Nadir Shah in cash from the nobles 
and common people of Delhi Rupees 15 crores were 
realized ftORi the high nobles * •*' Cf. Iqtldar 
Alam Khan« 00*^1^** P« 8* This may be taken as a 
random estimate of the share of different appropriating 
groups in the total wealth of the society* 
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small* 4i the other hand participation of the appropriating 
groups constituting nlddle stratum, especially the petty-
officials and merchants was much larger aa compared to their 
share in the total wealth of the society* 
The above analysis, aa already pointed out, 
pertains to those sqrais about which specific information 
is available from different sources* These a^rais uould 
mostly be more significant ones either on account of their 
location or size to deserve notice in historical sources* But 
the conclusions based on the analysis of this limited sample 
may not fully apply to the large number of garaip that are 
referred to in the travellers' accounts as scattered all over 
the Mughal empire* Nicholas Uithington, a European traveller 
who came to India in the first quarter of the seventeenth 
century writes, "Between Adgraere {MJraerej and Agra, at every 
ten courses (which is an ordinarye dayes Journeye) there is a 
serralia or place of lodging booths for man and horse, •••" 
Similarly, i^anrique tells us that the city of Agra had as many 
2 
as ninety sgraia which were always crowdEid by the travellers* 
At a later date Thevenot records, "But that which makes the 
1« .^ aPly Travsig in indta» P.P.\ .cA-Ut P» 225. 
2* Fray Sebas t ian f^anrique, OP* c i t * . p» 152< 
. . * 2 3 
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beauty of Agra besides '^ alaces I have mentlonecl» are the 
Quervan aeras which are above three score in number; *••••" 
Peter Mundy, howevext notes that the sarai^ were scarae in 
Rajasthan whereas the route between Agra & Patna had "fairs 
2 
saraes every foote»" For ascertaining the role of different 
social groups in establishing these aar^if^ a different method 
of analysis has to be adopted* 
Some idea of the nature of agencies establishing 
these ostensibly smaller qaraig can be had from an analysis of 
the village and locality nanes that carry the word sarai as 
Part of their names* The names of such villages and localities 
have been listed province-wise as described in the previous 
chapter* The list of such localities fat Uttar Pradesh contains 
12B4 nanes which can serve as a good sample for an analysis 
based on the study of place-names* It may be possible to have 
some idea of the social categories to which the persons founding 
these aaraia belonged by making a linguistic scrutiny of the 
names of the localities identified with them* 
It is known on the strength of Ain-i Akbari'a 
information about the zamindar castes prodoroinating in 
individual BsJLgm&A ^n Uttar Pradesh that about B5% of them 
1* Indian TrgyeAa of Thevenot & Carter!, ed* S..M. Sen, 
p* 48* 
2* Trave l s of Pe ter Plunriv. op, c i t * , P* 248 . 
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were non-Musllas* ^ e nay* thereforet assiume that In our 
sample r a t i o of nus l i a and non-Muslin placfi-names f a l l i n g in 
rural or sen i -rura l areas {i*e« outside aarkar headquarters) 
would roughly correspond to the r a t i o of the shares of the 
zamindar and non-zawlndar elements in the establ iahnent of 
oonparatively smaller sara i s in the countryside* A s imi lar 
comparison for urban centres i«e* aark^y headquarters, might 
give a rough idea of the part ic ipat ion of traders {who may be 
assumed to be mainly Hindus) on the one hand and nobles and 
holders of revenue grants (who may be assumed to be pre-
dominantly non-Pluslims) on the other* In both these comparisons 
some degree of inaccuracy i s no doubt possible* For example, 
the l i s t of non-nuslim names for the rural sec tor would exclude 
about 15^ names of those »qmindara who were nuslims* But t h i s 
imbalance would be o f f - s e t by the inc lus ion of an appreciable 
number of non-l*luslim names of persons belonging to categories 
l i k e £atlflJiU!A» traders , and p e t t y - o f f i c i a l s * In the l i s t of 
sarai names for urban centres a l s o certain degree of inaccuracy 
i s poss ib le as we know that even in the Gangetic p la in , nuslim 
merchants or traders were not a l together absent* But we may 
assume that unlike the coastal reg ions , in the Gangetic plains 
the number of ituslim merchants and traders as compared to the 
non-Muslim merchants was very small* Thus the p o s s i b i l i t y of 
inaccuracy in the ana lys i s of sarai names for urban centres , on 
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the linea suggested above is rather negligible* 
As already stated* the total number of names 
of villages and localities having the suffix sarai located 
in Uttar Pradeshf that are listed in District Census Handbooks 
of 1951 comes up to 1284*' Out of these* 16 are named after 
mythical figures e*g* Sarai August* Sarai Chandi etc; 350 may 
apparently be identified with original names of the places where 
aarais were located* e*g* Sarai Hukaspur* Sarai i-'lparia etc; 60 
names relate to the features of the individual structure* e*g* 
Sarai Kham* Sarai >Pukhta* Sarai Khurd* Sarai Kalan* Sarai 
Chhatardhari* Sarai Chatfe etc* There are 194 obscure names 
which* it is difficult to classify as Muslim on non-riuslim • 
These appear to be qarais known after the names of bhativaras 
who established them* These place-names are as follows* 
nahma Sarai* Sarai Chariban* Sarai Ohadhumar etc* Another 
interesting feature of this list is the sarai names indicating 
association with particular castes and communities* e*g* Sarai 
Chamaran* Sarai Balharan* Sarai Ahiran* Sarai Shaikh etc* The 
1* See Chapter 1* pp* 7-9. 
2* During a survey of medieval monuments* many small 
aarais named as Raja ki Sarai* riina ki Sarai* i^ unna 
ki Sarai were recorded as owned by bhativaras* Cf* 
Report of Survey* A*W.U* Aligarh (Typescript^* 
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4 
number of auoh garaia i s l 0 9 . ' All such names t o t a l l i n g 725 
are el iminated from t h i s l i s t to uorkout our sample c o n s i s t i n g 
of aarai names ind icat ing assoc ia t ion with ind iv idua l s hav/ing 
nuslim and non-Muslim names* This sample c o n s i s t s 559 .a^aX^ 
names* A count of nuslim and non-Muslim a a r a i names in the 
rural and urban areas of each s a r k a r of Akbar l o c a t e d in modern 
Uttar Pradesh i s given in the fol lowing c h a r t : 
URBAN RURAL 
SARKAR H.Q* 
1* Allahabad 
2* Gha2ipur 
3* Banaras 
4* 3aunpur 
5* Manikpur 
6* Chunar 
7. Kora 
8* Karah 
9* Oudh (Ayodhya) 
^0» Gorakhpur 
11* Bahraich 
"UsAJlff! 
1 
-
-
4 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
• • 
Non-"M8Up 
1 
-
3 
-
«• 
-
1 
• • 
1 
-
M P 
Wusliffi 
39 
7 
" 
7 
«» 
-
«» 
-
-
-
1 
Non-Mualim 
44 
10 
12 
21 
-
3 
-
-
-
-
3 
1* This tendency towards sarais named after castes and 
communities is discernible in. the first sample as uell 
Significance of this tendency is discussed In the 
concluding remarks* See supra* 
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12* Khalrabad 
13* Lucknou 
14. Agra 
15. Kalpi 
16. KanauJ 
17. Kol (Allgarh) 
18. IrlJ (Eraqhh) 
19. Sahar 
20. Badaun 
21. Kumaon 
22. Sambhal 
23. Saharanpur 
Total* 
4 
4 
1 
1 
3 
14 
-
-
2 
-
11 
9 
55 
1 
1 
-
-
1 
15 
-
«» 
-
-
3 
1 
2B 
3 
2 
1 
-
1 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
1 
184 
5 
1 
-
-
7 
1 
-
-
4 
-
-
-
287 
Frooi the above chart ue can see that the 
ratio between the non-nuslin sar^i names and Muslim sarai 
names in the rural areas is 3^2. Thus the share of the 
^amindara in the establishment of ^arais in the rural areas 
might be rated as about 60^, which goes to indicate that in 
the rural areas as compared tu the non-zaniindar groups like the 
nobility and holders of revenue grants put together* the 
contribution of the ^amindara to the establishment of aarais is 
distinctly greater* Again^ a comparison between sarai names in 
the urban and Muslim SSIML names in the rural areas put together 
and non-Muslim sarai names in the rural areas only would give 
28 
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an idea of the share of the zarolndara In the establishment 
of the aaraia in the overall situation* This ratio stands at 
1>1y which indicates that the share of the i^amindars in the 
total situation was nearly 50^* 
It is a very interesting aspect indicating 
that the zawipdarq as a social category were not as great 
an obstacle in the path of the flou of trade and commerce as 
they would otherwise appear in the light of the evidence 
indicating a tendency on their part to collect rahdari and 
inposs other kind of levies frowned upon by the central 
authority on the travellers passing through their regions* 
On the other hand they seem to have a strong economic incentive 
to facilitate trade passing through the territories controlled 
by then* In fact a;awindars appear to be more concerned with 
the flow of trade and commerce as compared to the nobility* 
Hope of a larger income through rahdarj. could have been one 
factor inducing them to invest money for providing facilities 
to the travellers passing through their territories* 
1* As already discussed the nobility sharing 87^ of 
the total wealthy contributed to the establishment 
of the aaraia to the extent of 55^ only, while in 
the case of the zamindara we find that although their 
share in the revenues was not more than lO^, their 
contribution stands at 50^* For an estimate of 
zamindar'a chare in the total revenues af» Irfan Habib, 
The Aprarian System of Wuqhal India, pp. 153-54. 
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On the basis of this analysis ue may conclude 
that tha establishnant of aarais on such a large scale was 
mainly guided by administrative and economic requirements* The 
saraia built by the kings and the high nobles were generally 
large structures situated on main land-routes* It seems that 
these saysia ware used by the servants of the state as well as 
troops quite frequently* These ^araia were also converted into 
fortresses when the need arose* The significance of the 
economic factor in the establishment of the paraig is borne out 
by the fact that the groups constituting the middle stratum 
appear to have contributed to a much larger degree than their 
share in the total wealth of the society* The larger participa-
tion of theaa groups in the establishment of garais would go to 
indicate that even if many of the individuals contributing to 
this process were motivated by philanthropic sentimentst the 
overall factor inducing them to spend money on such projects 
was economic* There also exists some evidence ahowing that 
often p^rgia were planned aa profit earning enterprises* For 
instance^ Kishna* a brahman woman and wife of Shaikh Abdur 
Rahiffl of Lucknow was known to have built a a^ J^ ^^  after her 
husband's death and entertained travellers there* Similarly 
Abdus Samad Khan* the aain and f^ uitjar of Jahanabad had 
established a Pura (small township) in the name of his son which 
1* Shah Nawaz Khan, Wi^asir-ul Umrq (tr* Qahri Prasad), 
Vol* I, pp. 49-50* 
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brought considerable in^pome to hla descendants down to 
1717-18 A.D. This property included orchards, a sarai. and 
Turkish baths (hamroam)*^ 
It is also noteworthy that the contribution 
of zamindars in the establishment of sarai^ in general 
was much larger than their share in the total revenues* though 
their share in the establishnent of comparatively larger saraia 
was very small* Uhile it is true that the zaroindars would tend 
to impede trade by imposing rahdari and making other illegal 
exactions there also appears to have existed considerable 
• 
incentive for thsm to try and ensure the passage of trade under 
their supervision which was apparently a substantial source of 
income for them* 
The tendency discernible in both the samples 
analysed in this chapter, towards the establishment of an 
appreciable number of aarais by the entile communities or 
castes is yet another interesting feature that deserves notice* 
The number^ of the sarais associated with the names of castes 
and communities in the first sample comprising of more 
significant aaraia mentioned in historical sources is 6 out of 
106 i*e* 3^, while in the second sample their ratio goes up to 
1* Itimad Ali Khan, iiratu-1 Hagaig. as cited by 
Iqtidar Alara Khan, op. cit». p. 7. 
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9^ » This clearly confirms the above tendency* It also 
suggests that this tendency becomes more marked in the case of 
smaller saraia mainly located in rural areas* The Participa-
tion to an appreciable degreet of the entire communities or 
castes in the establishment of an institution like sarais 
requiring considerable investment as well as organizational 
capacity goes to testify to the existence of well organized 
village* castas or guild organizations during the I6th and l7th 
centuries* 
Thus ue can see that though the construction 
of qaraift uas primarily a welfare activity the determining 
factors were administrative and economic* Uhereas the state 
sarais were serving to the administrative requirementsy the 
large number of sarais scattered all over the i^ ughal empire 
sprang UP to meet the rising need of the growing money economy 
and long distance trade during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries* 
Chapter - 3 
Administration of the Sarais 
As already noticed the institution of sarais 
seems to have playttd an important role in the economic life 
of Mughal India* For properly assessing the significance of 
its role in this respect one should also have some idea of the 
actual working of the institution* This calls for an enquiry 
into the organizational set up of the aaraia. A study of the 
organizational structure of the aaraia would naturally be 
focused on the management of the endowments attached to them, 
the establishment staff and rules governing their conduct, and 
the degree of control exercised by the i*lughal state ov/er them* 
This study together with that of the rates of charges realized 
from the travellers and facilities offered to them would go a 
long way in highlighting the economic and administrative 
significance of the institution of aaraist In this chapter ue 
shall be mainly concerned with the nature of the organization* 
The other aspects^ nanelyf the facilities offered and the 
categories of people using the sarais shall be discussed in the 
Bttt JchaPter^ . 
The bulk of the evidence relating to the 
administration of the sarais pertains to the sarais mainly 
established by the kings and the nobles* About the sarais 
established by other groups, the evidence pertaining to their 
organization and facilities is scanty. It is difficult to form 
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an idea about ths organizational set-up of these aaraia 
which may be assumed as representing comparatively smaller 
units* Here an attempt has been made to analyse the available 
evidence relating to the working of the larger aaraia. Any 
conclusions derived from the analysis should hold true to one 
or the other degree about all categories of the sarais including 
smaller units* 
The earliest evidence describing the establishment 
staff of the saraia established by the state becomes available 
from Uaqiat-i Wuahtagi (compiled some time before 1581) and it 
pertains to the large number of aaraia that Sher Shah is 
reported to have established in northern India* According to 
Rizqullah nushtaqi» "From Gaur to the confines of his (i*e* 
Sher Shah's) dominionsf in every direction* he had built sarais 
and halting places at every kos: At every ^aJi^Lt a 
BaaJlAt a khanah«i badahahi. and a well were constructed; and 
to every mosque a muazzip. an imam, and ahikkdar were appointed 
and lands were allotted at the Place for their support*** The 
description of Sher Shah's aaraia given by Abbas Khan (l5B1 Ao) 
corroborates Rizqullah l^ushtaqi's evidence* He refers to 
Sher Shah's fl^yaifl in the following wordss "In the middle of 
every AAlal was a wall and a maalid of burnt brick; and he 
(i*e* Sher Shah) placed an imam and a royazzin in every ro^slid* 
1* Rizqullah Nushtaqi, Uagiat-i inuahtaai* Elliot & 
Oowson, Vol* 4» P* 550* 
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togather with a custodian (ahahna) and sev/eral uatchnen; and 
all these were maintained from the land near the saral*" 
It Is apparent fron the above descriptions 
that official adnlnlsterlng the aarala uas known as ahahna 
or ahlqdar. The section of the building Identified by 
Rlzqullah Muahtaql as khana-l badahahl may be assumed to have 
served as the office of this official* The use of two different 
designations for this official by Rizqullah riushtaql and 
Abbas Khan nay be explained as resulting from the use of 
different terms for the officials managing aarala at the 
capital and other administrative head-quarters on the one hand 
and those Performing same kind of duties in the sarkarg and 
Darpanqa on the Other* In the Delhi Sultanate the term ahahna 
was generally used for the officials posted In the urban areas 
to supervise markets etc* uhlle it is known that the official 
administering a PALQAQJL under Sher Shah was designated as 
ahlqdar* But as this inference is not based on firm evidence 
it should at best be treated as tentative* 
It also appears from the passages quoted 
above that ahahna or ahlqdar of A^JCAI did not enjoy the 
position of an imperial assignment-holder* He uas apparently 
a petty-official who derived his sustenance from the land-grants 
1* Abbas Khan Sarwani, Tarlkh-i Sher Shahl. op. clt., 
p* 418* 
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created for the maintenance of indiv idual aarais> The high 
designation of ahig^gr uaed by Rizqullah Nushtaqi should not 
mislead one i n t o imagining that t h i s o f f i c i a l uas a mil i tary 
commandant of appreciable rank* But one uould be quite 
J u s t i f i e d in further conjecturing that the management of the 
revenue grants attached to the aarais would be the r e s p o n s i b i l i t 
of the phahnaa or ahigdars contro l l ing them. 
The chief o f f i c i a l of a ^grai uas apparently 
a s s i s t e d by a subordinate s t a f f comprisinci of two kinds of 
personnel viz* (a) serv ice s t a f f cons i s t ing primarily of cooks, 
and (b) the watch-men and gate-keePers* Abbas Khan mentions 
only one category of non-service staff* namely* uatchmen* But 
from a I7th century account' we f ind that for the Persons 
responsible for opening and c los ing the gates of the sara i s the 
spec ia l designation of nl^ybans uas used* In addit ion to the 
watchmen and darbans perhaps a few peraona would a l so be serving 
under t h i s o f f i d a l t who uould be needed for looking af ter two 
dak-oh^uki horses that were maintained according to Abbas 
1* TaiKjLra-J^ Pir Hagay TQAJ, f. U j ,^  2. i> 
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4 
Khan In evary aASMk* About the serv ice staff a l s o we know 
from the same source that they were divided i n t o two 
categories2 ( i ) general staff* and { i i ^ fcir^haans meant to 
serve the non-Muslim t r a v e l l e r s cmly* 
^ ^^•o~nn 
1. Abbas Khan Sarwani, op» eit«. p. 418. 
An interesting account of dak-chquk^Vf^ and his 
men has been given by Surat Singh* Froin his 
aocountf it appears that during Shahjahan's reign 
the dak-ehaukiva or the raessanger carrying the 
royal mail would be moving with a small party 
(in the specific case there uere 30 horsemen} and 
these People would often seize horses from the 
persons staying in the fi^Ta^a for their use* 
/at According to Surat Singh»/one occasion when he was 
staying in Sarai Banuali near Thanesar* one of his 
horses was taken away by the rotainers of the royal 
messanger* Z_the manner in which he refers to this 
episode it seems that this was considered as an 
illegal act and there was less likelihood of such 
forcible seizQfCU inside a .aaXSik* "The darban of the 
A&£al.» whom he accuses of being in league with the 
men of dak ehai||(ihto.uaa expected to help in preventing 
such forcible sei'zures* A summary translation of the 
relevant verses runs as followsi "At one occasion, 
Surat Singh was travelling from Agra to Lahore in 
the company of his brother and one of his friends 
Shaikh Hafflid* When they were at Sarai Sanwali near 
Thanesart "there arrived the news that a dak 
chaukiva carrying the news of victory at Qandahar 
was coming and was accompanied by thirty horsemen 
and that in the Places through which he was to pass* 
the horsemen were hiding away (to avoid confiscation 
of their horses).(On getting this news), Surat Singh 
and his party decided to spend night inside the 
aarq^ -* T^ he men of dak-chaukivq*a team made an 
attempt to seize Surat Singh's horse* "Pursuing the 
man who had tried to take away his horse, Surat 
Singh reached the gate of the sarai* The gate-keeper 
who was apparently in league with c(ak-chaukiya*8 
men closed the gate* but Surat Singh forced his exit 
by threatening the gate-keeper with his sword*** 
(37) 
Thsre is yet another category of staff 
mentioned by Rizqullah nuahtaqi and Abbas Khan, viz* 
functionaries attached to the nosque in the sarai« But 
about this category one cannot be very sure if they were 
placed under the over all supervision of the official incharge 
of the SJHAL O^ they were answerable to an agent of the 
Department of Sacjarat stationed in the respective towns and 
Darognaa* In any casa> this much is clear that at least during 
Sher Shah*8 reign the salaries of wuatzin and 4mam serving in 
the mosque of a qarai were Paid from the revenue grant attached 
to it* This would imply that the official managing the grants 
even if he was a non-Muslim would exercise some degree of 
control over these functionaries* 
Manuoci writing about the situation obtaining 
in Mughal India in the second half of l7th century also 
refers to an official who would manage a aarai uith the help 
of several subordinates* He writes* "In every (sar^i) there is 
an official whose duty i$^/ to close the gates at the going 
down of the sun* After he has shut the gates» he calls out 
that every one must look after his belongingSf Packet his 
horses by their fore and hind legs; above all that he must 
look out for dogsi for the dogs of Hindustan are very cunning 
and great thieves* 
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"At six o'clock In the iBorning» before 
opening the gateSf the watchman gives three warnings 
to the travellerSf crying In a loud voice that every one 
must look after his own things* After these warnings If 
any one suspects that any of his property Is mlsslngt the 
doors are not opened until the lost thing Is found* By this 
means they nake sure of having the thief* and he Is strung 
up opposite the aaraa* Thus the thlevesi uhen they hear a 
complaint madef drop the goods sonewherej so as not to be 
discovered*" From this evidence It Is clear that the 
official managing a JL&lai. had the same position as the shahna 
or ahiq^ar of Sher Shah's period and was in fact the manager 
of the flarai* He not only regulated the entry and the exit 
of the travellers but also looked after their safety* It was 
obviously his responsibility to prevent thefts and other 
crimes inside the &SLS3JL* This official apparently also enjoyed 
wide ranging powers including those of inflicting punishments 
for crimes committed within the compound of the .aA£al* ^e was 
also expected to collaborate with the state authorities in 
tracking criminals and other undesirable elements staying 
inside the sarais* It was his duty to promptly bring to the 
notice of the relevant authority about the death of a traveller 
1* i*ianucci, OP* cit*. Vol. I, p. 67. 
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during his stay at the AAIAI SO that the goods or belongings 
left behind by hin could be taken into the custody of the state 
for final disposal* In the towns headed by a kotual. the 
latter authority had powers to visit §^ r^ i,{| for investigations 
2 
and making arrasts* The JSULHai. administration was also 
expected to furnish Information to the kotual about the 
strangers arriving there* As is quite understandable! in 
this kind of collaboration* the aarai administration would not 
prove to be as alert and efficient as desired by the 
authorities* It was apparently in order to meet this problem 
that during Akbar's reign the kotwal was empowered to establish 
a separate qarai in the town for accommodating the newly 
arriving traveller till such time as was required to check the 
1* At one occasion when ^anucci carried the dead 
body of a fellow European traveller at Hodal Sarai 
(situated between Agra and Oelhi> "the official at 
the sarai sent notice to the local Judicial officer 
who hastened to the spot and putting his 
seal on all the baggage laid an embargo upon it*" 
Cf. Manucci, OP* cit*. p. 69* 
2* Banarsi Das, the author of Ardha-Katha records 
that while staying in a qarai at Korra. one of his 
fellow traveller was accused by a aarraf of possessing 
counterfeit coins* The matter was reported to the 
kotwal by the s^rrqf and the latter came to the 
aarai along with the diwan of the noble acting as the 
commandant of the area and investigated into the 
complaint* Cf. Banarsi Das, Ardha-Katha (Hindi) ed. 
Mata Prasad Gupta, P* 39. 
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information about then* 
^rom references in the travellers* accounts 
of I7th century it appears that the service staff in a 
sarai comprised of one particular caste group known as 
bhativaraa* There is no evidence suggesting that like 
Sher Shah's time fc^rghwana were also included in the service 
staff* In this connection it is noteworthy that at present 
the entire community of people settled in the sarais and 
claiming descent from the families who sorved the travellers 
in the sarais in the earlier period are ^luslims with caste 
designation bhatiyara|» This evidence can be reconciled 
with that of Abbas Khan if one assumes that during the second 
half of 16th century most of the People nerving in the aarais 
got converted to Islam and came to be recognized together as 
a separate caste* This assumption is supported by a tradition 
recorded in the District Gazettear of Gujrat to the effect 
1. Cf. Abul Fazl, Ain-i Akbari {tr. H.S. Garrett), 
Vol. 2, p. 44* "Ha a.e» KotuaJLJ should establish 
a separate serai and cause unknown arrivals to alight 
therein* and by the aid of divors detectives take 
account of them." 
2* Abbas Khan Sarwani, OP. cit>. ,3. 418. 
3* Cf. Report of the Survey, A.M.IJ., Aligarh 
(typescript). 
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that the ssrvica staff in some of the aarals were converted to 
Islam by Khuas Khan in A*0. 1545« who gave thero the group 
designation of Salim ShahiaJ Apparently Ahmad Yadgar 
{compiled around I6l3) has applied the tarm bhativaraa^ to the 
service personnel of aaraia of Sher Shah's time on the basis 
of the caste identification yhich these People had already 
acquired by his time* Reproducing the tradition that existed 
in nughal India about Sher Shah*s excellent arrangements in 
the aaraia ^anucci makes an interesting addition to our 
information* According to him, "he (Sher Shah) bought a 
number of married slaves and appointed them and their wives 
to look after travellers - to prepare their food, to provide 
cool water for them to drink, and warm water for washing their 
bodies, a bed stead to rest upon furnished with mattresses and 
sheets; and they were to wait on travellers just as if they 
were their own private servants, and provide food for way-farts 
on foot at the cost of the king^ * It is very significant that 
nanucci has avoided the use of the term bhativaraa in this 
context* 
1* District Gazetteer. Gujrat (Punjab) 1921, p. 15. 
2 . Ahmad Yadgar, T a r i k h - i Shah^ (B ib l io theca I n d i c a ) , 
p . 206* 
3 . Manucci, op. e i t . . p . 115. 
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During the I7th osntury, the care of the 
travtllera uas usually taken by bhaiivarlna and other 
houaa-hold uorka in the aaraig uere also done by them; while 
the Male nenbers did other Jobs or worked in the fields* 
According to Nicholas Mithington, a European traveller who 
came to India in 1615, "Between Adjmere (Ajmere) and Agra, 
at every tan courses (which is an ordinarye dayes Journeyed 
there is a serralia or place of lodging booths for man and 
horse* and hostesses to dresse our victuals if we please* 
Paying a natter of 3d* both for horse and meate dressinge*** 
Peter P^ undy gives us an interesting account of the mode of 
working of the bhaUyarJlna in the laJCfliJl* He writes, 
"Metrannes or Betearees are certan ueomen in all sacaesf that 
looks to the little roones there and dresse the servants meate* 
accomodateinge them with cottas (khat) etts* needfull to bee 
had; of these some have 2* sons 3 or 4 roomes a peece* for 
which in the norninge wee Pay 1 pice or 2 pice each. They 
live likewise in the said Roomes with their husbands and 
children* These husbands most commonly are Cahares (kahars), 
Fowlers or fishers* for the most part abroad." Writing as 
1* Nicholas Ulthington, Earlv Travels in India. 
oPf Cit»> P» 225. 
2* The Travels of Pater Wundv. op. cit., p. 121. 
According to the editor's note! "f^undy's observation 
is not quite correct. It is the business of the 
bhathiyar^ to prepare mealst but no native traveller 
would touch food prepared by a mihtarani, who belongs 
to the lowest caste.** It seems that flundy has confusec 
between the two words and has used them as synonyms. 
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late as in the last quarter of l8th century, Porster records, 
"The stationary tenants of the serause (the sarauce at this 
day are usually given in rent), many of them women, and some 
of then very pretty, approach the traveller on his entrance, 
and in alluring language describe to hin the various excellenciec 
of their several lodgings* When the choice is made a bed is 
laid out for his repose - a smoaking pipe is brought, and the 
utensils cleaned, for preparing his rePast*"' Thus it is 
clear that from I7th century onuards the service to the 
travellers in the sarai^ was the responsibility of the 
bhativarina* Apparently each family of the bhativaraa had 
in its possession feu rooms in the &2£Ai.* which were maintained 
by them as they liked* The travellers could possibly stay in 
any of these rooms according to their choice of facilities 
provided there* Probably the distribution of the rooms among 
different families and their behaviour towards the travellers 
was governed by the conventions and customs evolved by this 
group* 
The available evidence tends to suggest that 
the larger saraia established by the state as wall as private 
individuals were not run as Paying concerns* In most of the 
cases the bulk of the expenses for maintaining the sarais were 
V 
1* G. Porster , Journav from Benoal to England. 
PP* 86-7, 92* 
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met either with the revenue grants nade by the state or ulth 
the endowments created by the Individuals. While the evidence 
about the revenue grants nade by Sher Shah for the running of 
the official aaraip is quite unainbiguou&y ue have only stray 
references to the existence of endouments supporting sarais 
by private individuals* One such indirect mention of an 
endoufflent occurs in Heber*8 naxxative of his Journey through 
northern India* Writing in 1824, he holds that the aaraia 
were "generally noble monuments of individual baiwli'jr'^  and some 
in the earlier period uere ''liberally endoued and furnished 
supplies of gram, milk and grass gratia to the traveller, as 
uell as shelter*" From the records of the civil suit number 
47 of 1952 relating to Sarai Miran in Kannauj,^ it becomes 
obvious that Saiyid Abdur Rahman Haji while establishing this 
large parai during Aurangzeb's reign, had endowed the proper 
building of the aarai as well as some property adjoining it 
as Ma^qZ. attached to the A£L£ai.* 
' From the above discussion we may conclude 
that the larger saraie established by the state involved 
1. R. Heber, ff.aFraUvB of a Pp^ mBY thyoMflh the uppar 
Pfpvtncae of ^ntiiat voi. I , p. 201. 
2. Civil Suit No, 47 of 1952 in the court of the 
Civil Judge, Farrukhabad* Sri Suraj Prasad s/o 
Sri Shankar Ratan nisra plaintiff vs. Rahmat Bux 
and other Bhatiyaras* 
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an elaborata organizational sat up* Each §arai had one over 
all Inchargsf who administered the AaJLai:. and uas responsible 
for maintaining order in it* He also managed the grants 
attached to the, parai,* This official was assisted by a large 
subordinate staff amongst whom the service staff as distinct 
from watchmen and gate-keePera tended to be represented by a 
Particular Piuslim caste^ namely bhgtivaras. The work of 
cooking and cleaning the rooms etc* was oaainly Performed by 
the female members of i^hAitivara families settled in the garaia. 
From all standards in the comparatively larger state owned 
sqr^is there existed good arrangements for the safety of the 
travellers against itkm thefts and unlawful seizures* 
Categories of '^ eople Using Saraia 
Ue have seen that the aaraia were essentially 
a public institution meant to provide rest and security to 
the travellers on their Journeys* The present chapter aims at 
describing different kind of people staying in the aaraia and 
the facilities provided to then* On this aspect there is 
available sufficient evidence enabling one to identify the social 
categories using saraia and also the kind of facilities that were 
provided to them* 
The royalty and the nobility formed the richest 
and the most influential category of people using saraia* Our 
evidence tends to suggest that bigger saraia lying on important 
land-routes were often used by the Emperor or nobles during 
their Journeys* Cunningham on the basis of the local tradition 
notes that "A royal qarai built at this place (i*e* Chaumuha, 
10 miles north of r^ athura on Delhi road) was used by i^ ughal 
Emperors for their personal accommodation when travelling between 
Agra and Delhi*"' Similarly Archibald Constable, translator of 
1* A Cunningham, ArehaaolOQieal Survey of India. Report 
for the year 1882-83, Vol. XX, p. 52* 
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Bernlar's travels, records on the basis of a tradition 
that "In the higher part of the toun of Bhimbar {situated 
on the foothills of Kashmir) are the remains of the Sarai, a 
building about 300 feet square, uhere the Emperor and his 
Personal staff used to camp" and in the sands and boulders of 
the Bhimbar river uas the camping ground], "where the rest of 
the camp was pitched*" It is understandable that a member 
of the royal family or a high noble uould always be shown 
preference in the allotment of accommodation in a sarai. At 
times when a high dignitary would be staying in a sargi his 
retinue would occupy the entire accomodation caajjing in-
convenience to ordinary travellers like traders and Petty-
officials who obviously accounted for a great majority of the 
Persons using the aaraia*'^ Banarsi Oaa says that while 
Passing through Etawa on way to Agra in 1610, he uas denied 
accommodation in the local sarai as two Urora (i*e* nobles) were 
1. Archibald Constable, Travels in the Wooul Empire 
by F. Bernier, p. 390, n« 1* 
2* The fact that the widespread establishment of 
saraia coincides with the growth of money economy 
and expansion of trade, tends to suggest that persons 
engaged in trade and commerce were the largest and in 
the economic sense most important category using 
saraia* The evidence suggesting an anxiety on the 
Part of Sher Shah to provide maximum facilities to the 
Hindu travellers is a pointer towards the same 
tendency* Suora. p. 36* 
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staying there. Tavernlsr writing in 1642 about Herta 
(a large town in Rajasthan) sayei "When I arrived there during 
one of ray Journeys in India all the caravan sarais were full 
of people» because the aunt of Shah Jahan* wife of Shaista Khan, 
was then on her way» taking her daughter to marry her to ^^ 
2 
Sultan Shuja> second son of Shah Jahan." Incidentally, these 
statements of Banarsidas and Tavsrnier also imply that ^arais 
used by the royalty and the nobles were not reserved exclusively 
for then and ordinary travellers were allowed to use such 
saraia provided accommodation was available there* According 
to the local tradition about the Nur Sarai (l6 miles south of 
Oalandhar) it was meant for the royalty only, but an inscription 
on the western gateway of this ?arai tends to suggest that it 
3 
was open to ordinary travellers* 
1. Banarsi Das, OP. cit«. p. 22. 
2. Tanernier, op. pit*. Vol. I, p. 86. 
3. A Cunningham, OP. cit..{lB7B-79). Vol. XIV, p. 62. 
^ Aifhaa rahdarl abwab 
MaBBRiah bacujib aoar fiawab 
^Zakariya Khan bahadur nazla 
aabah watt harkas as ibjdaraB 
Ooabah bagirad, bar 2^aao« 
talaky ta lak , talak* 
T r a n s l a t i o n ; 
"Taking payment from t r a v e l l e r s i s f o r b i d d e n , the 
Nawab Zakar iya Khan, Bahadur, Governor of the 
d i s t r i c t , having exempted tham. Should any Fojdar of 
the Ooab c o l l e c t these dues, may h is wives be d ivorced-
(49) 
The mention by Rlzqullah Mushtaqi of 
khanah»i badahahi in the aalaifi. es tabl ished by Sher Shah 
super f i c ia l ly suggests the sxis tencei in each s t a t e saJiaLi 
of a special apartment for the use of the king* Houeveri t h i s 
seems unlikely because the space avai lable in such portions 
reserved in small aa ra i s es tabl ished by the s t a t e at a 
distance of every kos uould^far too small for the accommodation 
of royal Part ies* As suggested in the previous chapter the 
khanah-i badahahi of Sher Shah's sara ia were ac tual ly meant 
for housing establishment of the manager of the sara i* I t 
may a lso be noted tha t the surviving s t ruc tu res of even 
comparatively l a rge r sa ra i s were not big enough to provide 
comfortable lodging requii&d for the royal Par t ies* Ue know 
on the authori ty of Bernier that the t o t a l space needed for 
put t ing up loyal t en t s in a place would ba "a squaret each side 
of which measures more than three hundred ordinary paces•** 
This space would be almost equal to 225 n 225 sq* meters, 
which shows that the space needed for the k ing ' s apartments 
2 
was larger than the areas of most of the surviving ^arais* 
1* F. Bernier, op* cit*. pp. 360-6:5* 
2* Compare measurements of eight surviving structures 
of qaraie surveyed by a team of the Department of 
History, AMU*, Aligarh, given in the second part of 
this dissertation* The total area of the largest of 
these structures is 17738*74 sq» m* 
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This would apply to the apartments In Nur Saral I d e n t i f i e d 
by t r a d i t i o n as royal quarters* The t o t a l area of th is A ^ I A I 
I s only "551 fast square" which I s much l(38s than the space 
required for the pitching of Imperia l camp* One mayt 
thereforet presume that when there I s a mention of a king 
using a jBLaxalt I t only means that his camo I s pitched in I t s 
v i c i n i t y and the covered sPaoe In the ^aral I s also incorporated 
In the camp* I t I s possible that during rainy season In 
general or while t r a v e l l i n g In h i l l y t rac ts the b u i l t in sPace 
of para4.B would be preferred for tb« private use of the king 
and the royal tents would be pitched In such a manner that a 
Part of the covered sPace of the qaral may be made avai lable 
for the use of the king and his wives* 
There i s soma evidence suggesting that the 
ambassadors of d i f f e r e n t kings coming to the courts of the 
Indian rulers shal l often be accommodated on t h e i r way as well 
as a f t e r reaching the capi ta l In the sarals* From l*llrat-i 
Slkandarl we knou that Shah Ismai l 's ambassador to the court 
of Muzaffar Shah, the ru ler of Gujarat (accession A.H. 916/A.D. 
1515) was staying at fluhamroadabad (Champaner) In a sara l * The 
description given by Slkandar bin Manjhu of an incident involvinc 
th is anvoy^ leading to an attack on his residence in the saral 
1* A Cunningham, op* c l t * f Vol* XIV, p. 56. 
2* Slkandar bin Manjhu, Wlrat -1 Slkandar l . pp.140-41. 
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by the populace of nuhammadabad goes t o show t h a t the 
l a y out of t h i s aa ra i uas d i f f e r e n t from an o rd ina ry k i nd 
of q a r a i surveyed by us i n no r the rn I n d i a * Apparent ly f i t 
cons i s ted of an enclosure having a gateway u i t h i n uh ich were 
prov ided separate houses* These houses could be h i red by 
t r a v e l l e r s on long term bas is* Some idea of the t o t a l 
accommodation prov ided i n t h i s ? a r a i could be had from the 
f a c t t h a t along w i t h t b t "Persian envoy and h is r e l a t i o n s , there 
was a l so l i v i n g i n a separate house an o ld servant of the 
f u g i t i v e pr ince of l*ialwa» Sul tan Muhammad* Accord ing t o 
Waas i r - i A l a f f i y i r i . i n 1661, Budaq Beg, envoy of Shah Abbas I I 
h a l t e d a t Sara i Bad l i i n the neighbourhood of De lh i before he 
had an audience w i t h the £mperor« S i m i l a r l y when i n 1701 
U i l l i a i n N o r r i s , the ambassador of the King of England v i s i t e d 
Aurangzeb i n Oeccan, he encamped a t "Seravy Cauzee** (Sarai 
K a z i ) l o ca ted a t a d is tance of one day 's march from Navapur* 
rianucci w r i t i n g i n 1665 sayst "They ( i * e * 
E th iop ian Ambassadors) had no money t o h i r e a house, but 
put up i n the p u b l i c qarae. and walked the s t r e e t s having no 
Pa lanou in* " This statement of f lanucci i n c i d e n t a l l y a lso 
1 . Saqi Wustad Khan, W a a s i r . j A l a m o i r i . p. 35. 
2* Norris Embassy, ed* Harihar Das, P* 236: NavaPur is 
a district in Maharashtra situated 73°46'N, 21°10'E. 
3* Manucci, OP. cit.. Vol. 11, p. 113. 
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Indicates that at Delhi unlike riuhammadabad* the sarals did 
not contain houses fit for the use of ambassadors. An 
ambassador uould ba obliged to opt for accomniodation in a 
sarqi at Delhi only when he would be financially hard-pressed 
to the extent of finding it difficult to rent a suitable 
house* 
H is understandable that one very large 
category of people using aarais uould comprise of persons 
in the employment of the king and the nobles in small positioni 
Amongst them the ordinary troopers would perhaps be the 
largest group but for aome curious reason according to l*lanucci 
they were averse to using the facility of §^rai8» He 
simultaneously Rakes the atataBHint that the aarais were "only 
intended for travellers"^ which goes tc suggest that the 
soldiers moving from one place to another were not included 
in the category of travellers* Incidentally Mirza Kamran, 
author of Miya;^  Narea. who uas a gentleman troaper, says that a 
"Pllrza" should never stay in a aaiai.* Though the intention of 
the author while advicing like this uas to forbid one from 
taking a permanent residence in the jLa£a.La.t it also reflected 
1* Ibid. Vol. I, p. 67. 
2. Mirza Kamran, Wirza Nama tr. Maulvi Hidayat Hussain, 
Journal of Asiatic Society S£ Bengal* 1^13, ^ 
Iqtidar Alam Khan has assessed the date of the 
compilation of this book as A.H. 1O14/A.D. 16O5. 
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the general tendency of troopers not staying in the sarais* 
Apparently what f*lanuoci means to convey is that when troops 
moved in a body they were not expected to go into the ^arai^. 
but would encamp in open fields often located in the vicinity 
of aarais. identified as p^ iafia.* 
Another category of the People in the service 
of the state in minor positionst who would be travelling 
on official as well as private business extensively was 
that of the Petty-officiala» particularly those connected 
with revenue administration* On official business the revenue 
officials would have to tour with a small party within a 
Parqana for measuring the lands and realizing revenue from 
individual villages* There exists evidence indicating that the 
revenue officials used to face the problem of finding proper 
board and lodge* while visiting villages within their 
jurisdiction* They had a general tendency to shift the 
responsibility of providing these facilities to them to 
cultivators* But still they would be using aarais for 
boarding wherever such facilities would be available as it 
would be difficult to find proper resting place and bed cots 
for them in smaller villages* It was apparently on account of 
1* In the District Gazattaera of U.P., manv individi 
aayaiq are referred to as located near encampini 
• dual 
, '9 
grounds'* Cf* Oiatrict Gazetteer. Shahjahanpur, 
pp. 182, 195; District Gazetteer. Bareilly, PP. 225, 
240. 
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th is d i f f i c u l t y that sons timesrevenue is f f lc la ls v i s i t i n g 
places not having a suitable rest ing place uould carry u i th 
them t h e i r bed'cots resorting to taking beoar from the peasants* 
There i s also discernible a tendency on the part of the pet ty-
o f f i c i a l s to move from one Part of the country to another in 
search of suitable employment* In fact there uas a great 
demand for the services of persons trainod in some specif ied 
professionsi e*g* accountancyt record-keeping etc*» and also 
these persons enjoyed a considerable degree of freedom in 
select ing t h e i r Jobs* This made them t rave l over long 
distances* Quite understandably, they ijould generally be 
1* Cf. DuriHil Ulum ( A . D . 1688-89) , f . 53a and b c i ted 
by I r f an Habib, The Agrarian System of Wuahal Ind ia . 
p. 247. n. 36. An o f f i c i a l document recording a 
complaint by the inhabitants of Ploradabad (then a 
Paroana in aarkar Sambhal) that the revenue o f f i c i a l s 
force them to carry t h e i r bed-cots. 
2* Cf. Iq t idar Alam Khan, op .e i t . .PP .23 -4 t "He ( i . e . 
Ganga Ram, brother of Surat Singh) uas born and broughl 
up at Natesari in the Paroana P a t t i Haibatpur (nou 
Pat t i in D i s t r i c t Aroritsar>l. The f i r s t Job taken up by 
Ganga Ram uas that of the uaga-i nioar of Lahore. 
Subsequently he became a P^rqana o f f i c i a l in Gujarat* 
After his return from Gujarat tie remained unemployed 
for some time but eventually became the amil of 
paroana Oahangirpur, in which position he served for a 
long time* On leaving Jahangirpur, Ganga Ram accepted 
a position in the khal iaa establishment of Parqana 
Batala* Sometime l a t e r , he shi f ted from Batala to 
Bhatinda to serve as the dit.^ an of a certain noble, Ral 
Todal Nal* At a s t i l l l a t e r stage, he went to Agra as 
the uak i l of another noble, Rai Behari rial* On his 
return from Agra, he stayed at Lahore for some time 
and then went to Kabul where he took up service as 
khan-i aaman in the q^rkar of Safshikan Khan. But ui thi 
a feu months of accepting employment under Safshikan 
Khan, he became d issa t is f i ed with him on account of 
his re ly ing too much on the advice of his Khazinedar 
and l e f t his service* I t would appear that towards the 
pnd of his career Ganga Ram was in the service of Aqi l 
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travelling In small Parties* In this situation, they would 
naturally be using aaraia on a big scale* In the sources 
surveyed in connection uith this study ue have come across 
occasional references to the use of aarais by petty officials 
Singh, a Petty-official, 
moving in small Parties* For examplei Surat/mentions his 
frequent Journeys between Agra and Lahore* During one of these 
Journeys which he had undertaken in the company of his brother 
and a friend Shaikh Hanld he stayed in Sarai Banuali near 
Thanesar* 
/ Merchants and t r a d e r s formed a nuirierous category 
which used s a r a i a wh i le t r a v e l l i n g * Banarsi Oas, who belonged 
t o the fami ly of a t r a d e r i n 3aunpur, mentic^s many of h is 
t r a v e l s dur ing A*0* 1 5 9 8 - I 6 l 6 i n nor thern I n d i a i n which he 
o c c a s i o n a l l y stayed i n the a a r a i s * In most cases, the Party 
w i t h which he t r a v e l l e d consisted whol ly of persons belonging 
t o the t r a d i n g or merchant communities* But on occasions he 
would a l s o nove w i th a Party comprising of t r a d e r s as we l l as 
Persons belonging t o other p ro fess ions* ' W i l l i a m F inch , whi le 
1 * See supra , pp* 1 0 - 1 1 * 
2* TagKJga-i f'lt Haggu TBAA* °P» cj-t«» f . Uio. ^.b . 
3* Banarsi Das, op. c i t * . pp. 10 , 3 1 , 3 2 , 3 8 . 
4* I b i d * , p. 3 8 . Banarsi Das was accompanied by two 
tirahraqna of Mathura dur ing h is t r a v e l from Oaunpur 
to Agra* 
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on his uay to Bayana to buy indlgo in ^6'\0, mentions a 
jaaEai at Mundiapura near Kiraoli where he stayed In the night. ^  
Similarly, Surat Singh also mentions a Party of Afghans^ 
apparently horse dealers^staying in Sarai Banuali at which 
occasion their horses were seized by Dak Chaukiva*§ men* 
Haji Ali, a •Persian trader is noted by Ali Mohammad Khan, as 
3 •»• 
s t a y i n g in a qarai, a t Ahmadabad* There a l s o e x i s t s evidence 
t o show t h a t c e r t a i n s a r a i a were r e se rved e x c l u s i v e l y for the 
use of big merchants and t r a d e r s * According t o •Pelsaer t , 
"Nur 3ahan e r ec t ed s a r a i a or h a l t i n g p laces for t r a v e l l e r s 
and merchan t s . " Pe t e r Mundy ( l632) dejscribing Saif Khan's 
a a r a i in Patna , says^ "This place i s ch i«f ly for Merchants of 
s t r a a n g e c o u n t r i e s as i^ogolls, ^Persians, Armenians, where they 
may lodge and keepe t h e i r goods the tyroe of t h e i r s t ay hee re , 
Payeinge so much by the none th . " S i m i l a r l y Bernier 
w r i t i n g in 1663 about the s a r a i of 3ahanara Begum in Delhi 
1. Uil l iam Finch, £ar lv Trawela in Inriia^ op. e i t . . P . 1 4 e . 
2. lazKJ-ra-i, Pit HaasM Te;4, op. c i t . , f.icia^kaii£jta, 
p . 36, n . l * 
3 . Ali Woharomad Khan .P l imt - i Ahmadi.Vol. I^ p . 430. 
«• 3.ahapqi-r*9 indAat op» cit»f P< SO. 
|. Tha Travels of Peter Wundv. op, cit., p. 159. 
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observed* "This place is the rendezvous of the rich >^ ersiany 
Usbek and other foreign merchants* who in general may be 
accomodated with empty chambers, in which they remain with 
perfect security, the gate being closed at night." Manucci 
referring to the same ?arai says, "In thisj saraie there put up 
none but great Mogul and P^ersian merchant«»" According to 
traditions about the par^vgn aarai situated in Fathpur Sikri, 
between Hiran Minar and Sangin BurJ, it was used by rich 
merchants and traders who would come to offer their goods for 
sale to the king* This evidence incidentally, also reveals 
that such aarais earmarked for the exclusive use of merchants 
and traders were small in number and were mainly located in 
important towns. Uhile a vast majority of ordinary sarais 
located on different routes and also in the towns were open to 
all categories of travellers, there did exist a small number of 
saraia in small towns and in the countryside in general which 
were apparently established by merchant communities for their 
Own use* The existence of such saraia in small places is 
suggested by the following place names I Sarai l^ahajanan, 
1 . P. Be rn i e r , o p . c i t . . p. 2 8 1 . 
2 . i*ianucci, o p . c i t . . V o l . I , p. 213. Cf . Thevenot, 
o P . c i t . p. 48. 
3 . Cf. E.\U. Smi th , WoQhal A r c h i t e c t u r e of FathPur S i k r i . 
Part I I I , p. 34. 
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Sara l T e l l , Saralyan Seth , Sara l Ja lna e t c About these 
aA£aLs,t however, i t l a d i f f i c u l t t o say whether they were 
e x c l u s i v e l y f o r the use of the members of the community running 
them or they were open t o other communities a lso* In any case 
t h i s much can be s a f e l y assumed t h a t i n most cases the persons 
ui ing these aa ra i s would belong t o the same communit ies* 
There i s no evidence suggest ing the ex is tence 
of separate sa ra ia f o r d i f f e r e n t r e l i g i o u s groups* The 
l*luslim and non-nusl i f f l t r a v e l l e r s i n v a r i a b l y stayed i n the 
same sa ra i f i * Abbas Khan, however, mentions t h a t separate 
l odg ings f o r Hindus and f^uslims were reserved i n the gara is 
e s t a b l i s h e d by Sher Shah* But t h i s d i s t i n c t i o n does not 
seem t o have cont inued i n the l a t e r pe r iod* Accord ing to 
iPeter Mundy, "Theis (saraes) are u s u a l l i o i n g rea t C i t t i e s , 
but the other s o r t of Saraes are i n a l l p laces , seruinge f o r 
a l l s o r t s of T r a v e l l e r s t h a t come a t t n i g h t and away i n the 
morninge*** S i m i l a r l y Heber, w r i t i n g a3 l a t e as i n 1B25 about 
a garai, s i t u a t e d a t Kim Chowkae ( l 6 mi les from r i v e r Narmada 
on way t o S u r a t ) , says* "Ue found here a cons iderab le crowd Qf 
Bora i n h a b i t a n t s of Su ra t , who had come out thus f a r t o meet 
the moullah of t h e i r sect The f^oul lah d i d not a r r i v e so 
1* Abbas Khan Sarwani , op« c i t * . pp* 417-18. 
2* Thg TyaveiS of ^ e t s f "MndYf OE* Qi%'t P« 159. 
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soon as he was sxPeotadt otheryise the serai uould have 
offered the spectacle of a curious mixture of creeds; as i t 
uasy WB had Nussulraans of three d i f f e r e n t sects (Omar, A l i , 
Hu3sun)| Hindoos of almost every caste from Brahmins to 
sueePerSf divers worshipper of f i re» several -Portuguese Roman 
Cathol ics; an English Bishop and Archdeacon with one lay-member 
of t h e i r sect , a Scott ish Presbyterian, and tuio poor Greeks 
from Trebizond, who were on a begging journey to redeem the i r 
fami l ies from slavery* The whole number of lodgers in and 
about the s e r a i , probably did not f a l l short of f i ve hundred 
persons* Uhat an admirable scene for Eastern romance would 
such an Inn as th is a f fo rd*" One may thus see that the 
. garais could be used by any t r a v e l l e r and no d is t inc t ion was 
maintained among various re l ig ious groups with regard to the i r 
stay in the aai f l i i . * 
From Wiria Natnq by fl irza Kamran a gentleman 
trooper of Jahangir 's re ign, we come to know about another 
category of people coming to sarais who ceserve notice at th is 
place* I t appears that in urban centres people l i v i n g in the 
town would v i s i t the sarsifl during the day time for recreation 
and gossip* They would apparently s i t in the eating-shops 
adjacent to the gates of the a^raia and exchange views on a l l 
1* R. Heber, op* e i t * . pp. 121-2* 
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so r t s of problsffis* Occasionally such exchange of views 
would degenerate i n t o acrimonious discussions on re l ig ious 
i s sues leading to ugly s i tua t ions* Referring to one such 
AaiaJL in Agra» l*lirza Katnran observes* "If i t be possible a 
nirza should not u t t e r anything at the gate of Sarai Sambhal 
Khan as many quarrelsome persons are always present there*" 
1* i*lirza Kamran, op. 
i6^) 
ChaPtgf 5 
F a c l l i t l a a Provided In Sarala 
The aaraia in Mughal India catered to a 
large number of t r a v e l l e r s belonging t o d i f ferent 
aectiona of soc ie ty* In addition to lodging, the ^ar^ip 
provided various other f a c i l i t i e s to the t r a v e l l e r s * The 
extens ive sca le on which qaraia e x i s t e d in Mughal India and 
d i f f erent kind of f a c i l i t i e s provided there struck European 
t r a v e l l e r s as an enviable feature* Bernisr 's remarks about 
the ffarai of Qahanara Begum brings out the fac t that even 
i^aris, then CHrte of the premier metropol isss of Curope» did not 
have lodging f a c i l i t i e s for t r a v e l l e r s on the s c a l e these were 
ava i lab le in Delhi* After having v i s i t e d the aarai of 3ahanara 
Begum at Delhi^ Barnier recorded* "If in iParie we had a score 
of s imi lar s tructures d i s tr ibuted in d i f f erent Parts of the 
c i t y , strangers on the ir f i r s t arr iva l would be l e s s embarrassed 
than at present to find a safe and reasonable lodging* They 
might remain in then a few days u n t i l they had seen the ir 
acquaintance, and looked out at l e i s u r e for mOMi convenient 
apartment*' «1 
" Sher Shah is known to be the first king who 
Paid greater attention to the development of this institution 
1* F* Bernier, oo* cit*. p* 281* 
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and provided a var iety of f a c i l i t i e s in the aara ia . According 
to Abbaa Khan, " in every aara i he (i»e« Sher Shah) b u i l t 
and 
separate lodgings both for Hindus and l*lu8ulfflans''»Z'*8ettled> 
Brahfflans for the entertainment of Hindusf to provide hot and 
cold uatert and beds and foodt and grain for t h e i r horses; and 
i t was a rule in these aari^iff that whoever entered them rec&ived 
provision sui table to his rank, and food and l i t t e r for his 
c a t t l e , from Governnent*" S imi lar ly rianucci re fe r r ing to 
Sher Shah's aaraia wr i tes* "He U*e * Sher Shah) bought a number 
of married slaves, and appointed then and t h e i r wives to look 
after travel lers - t o prepare t h e i r food, to provide cool water 
for then to dr ink, and warm water for washing t h e i r bodies, a 
2 bedstead to rest upcvi furnished with mattresses and sheets;* • • " 
I t appears from th is description that in state aaraia 
by Sher Shah, meals and fodder etc* were provided to the 
t r a v e l l e r s at the cost of the s ta te* 
The employment of brahmana to look a f t e r 
non-nuslim t r a v e l l e r s i s very s ign i f i can t * I t may safely 
be assumed that merchants and traders in the Gangetic plains 
undertaking Journeyes in ccuinection with t h e i r business were 
predominantly non-fluslims* By providing special f a c i l i t y of 
1* Abbas Khan Sarwani, op* c i t * . p* 418. 
2* Manucci, op* c i t * . Vol , I , p, i i 5 * 
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t h e i r food being cooked by Jjxahmans Sher iahah presumably 
desired to give an impetus to the flow of trade and commerce* 
Rizqullah i*)ushtaqi's testimony about Sher Shah making sflparate 
arrangements of drinking water for Hindus and Muslims at the 
gates of the parais a l s o point at the samo motive* 
There i s some evidence to show thai; e f f o r t s 
were made to revive Sher Shah^s pract ice of providing 
f a c i l i t y of meals and fodder to the t r a v e l l e r s during Akbar's 
re ign . On the authority of Inayatul la ue know that Akbar in 
his l a t e r years had ordered for the establishment of aarais 
at every stagst "where food was t o be prepared and held in 
readiness at a l l times for the way-worn t r a v e l l e r , who i s 
usual ly too fat igued to be equal t o the exert ion of cooking 
h i s own repast*" But i t seems that t h i s measure of Akbar 
remained in operation only for a short time* By the time 
nanucci came to India in 1655 according to him there were "no 
longer dainty morsels for foot t r a v e l l e r s to be eaten at the 
cost of the king*" Already by 1615 in many places the aarai^ 
were rea l i z ing from t r a v e l l e r s small Payments for the serv ices 
1* Rizqullah Mushtaql, 0P*cit». p. 550* 
2* Inayatul la , o p » c i t . . p. m * 
3* Manucci, o p * c i t . . p* 115* 
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provided to them including the cocking of t h e i r meals by the 
s e r v i c e s ta f f of the AaiiOla.* Nicholas Uithington writing in 
1615 observed* " there i s a s erra l ia or place of lodging 
boothe for men and horse and hos te s se s to dresse our v i c t u a l s 
i f ue pleasBt Paying a matter of 3 d« both for horse and meats 
dressinge*" S i n i l a r l y from Peter Dundy's descript ion as u e l l , 
i t appears that during the t i n e of h is v i s i t to India a 
t r a v e l l e r staying in a aaiai. i^ ad the choice of having his meals 
prepared by "Beteareea" for which he had to pay something* 
From these descr ipt ions i t i s obvious that the pract ice of 
supplying free meals or providing f a c i l i t y of cooking with out 
Payment t o the t r a v e l l e r s introduced during the l a s t few years 
of Akbar's reign was discontinued soon af ter h i s death and was 
already a thing of the past by 1615 when Nicholas Uithington 
came t o India* During the l7th and iBth centuries the t r a v e l l e r 
putting up in the aaraia were provided the s e r v i c e s of cooks, 
mostly JjJaatiyAliaa.* on payment, Forster writ ing in l782 saysS 
"The necessary sum i s del ivered i n t o the hands generally of a 
girl# who procures the materials and dresses h i s (i*e* 
t r a v e l l e r ' s ) meal in a most expedit ious manner*** 
1* Nicholas Uithington, £arlv Trauels in India, o p . c i t . f 
P* 225. 
2 . The Travels of Peter Hundv. op* c^t»» P* 121* 
3* George Forster, Journey from Ben^^l to England. 
Vol. I , pp* 86-7 . 
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But In some of the ^aralq even the facility of persons 
cooking the neals of a traveller may not be available* Thomas 
Twining writing in 1794 about his stay in a aarai situated at 
a distance of 16 miles from Agra on Delhi road records that 
his men having procured necessary material for cooking **began 
preparing their supper* •..**' Similarly Heber (l825) notes 
that at a sarai in Fatehpur "for a very few pice> grass and 
water will be furnished to a traveller's beastsi and wood and 
earthen pots (to cook meals) to himself*" 
Prom a description of the planning and lay-out 
of feu surviving structure of parais given in the second part 
of this dissertationi it appears that considerable residential 
space was provided to the travellers in big garai^* In addition 
to a room, there was also a porch in front of the room that 
could be utilized by the inmate during summers for sleeping 
purposes* In some of the aarai§ the space provided in the porch 
3 
was nearly equal to the space of the room* There were several 
niches in the walls of the room as well as in the porch where 
lamps and smaller articles could be placed* For the heavy goods 
1* Thomas Twining, 0P*cit*. p* 208* 
2* R. Heber, op.cit*. p. 20l* 
3* For example, Sarai NawalganJ where the area of a 
room is 13*69 sq*m. and the area of porch is 12*95 
sq*m* 
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of the travellers thers would be separate store-houses* The 
corner rooms opening into large bastion like structures noticed 
in Saral Chhaparghat, Saral Ekdll, Sarai Naualganj and Sarai 
Miran could have been used for this purpoae* While describing 
Salf Khan's Sacal at <Patna 'Peter Mundy pointedly refers to the 
existence of warehouses* He remarks< "Heere is also the fairest 
a^ac •••• • It hath tuo fairs Courts* oach haveinge uars-
howsss round about beneath* and roones with galleries to lodge 
in alofte* ...*.** It may be assumed that the management of 
the aarai would be responsible for the safety of the goods 
deposited in the warehouse* 
/ In almost every AflXaJL there would also be a 
mosque where I*lu8lim travellers could offer prayers* The 
mosque was considered an essential Part of a aarai,* It has 
been noticed in the case of Sarai Chhaparghat that from its 
original plan for some reason mosque was oxcluded, but at a 
later stage it was added on the southern flank of the eastern 
gateway* its courtyard opening outside tho enclosure of the 
1* The Travels of Peter Mundv. oo.cit*. p. 159. 
2* For a detailed description of these structures see* 
Part II of this dissertation* 
3* See, for example, the plans of Damdama, Sarai Ckdil, 
Sarai Miran & Sarai Khudaganj given in the Part II of 
this dissertation* In Sarai Khudaganj mosque is an 
integral Part of the main structure* 
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4 
Baral» The remains of nosques could not be discov/ered In 
Saral NawalganJ and Haja k i Sarai a lso. But these sarai? were 
si tuated I n s l d * Agra of Mughal period* i^resumably, during l^th 
century there would be present a number of mosques u i th in easy 
reach of the persons staying in these aaraia« This might explain 
why i t was not considered essent ia l to provide separate mosques 
in Sarai NawalganJ and Haja k i Sara i * However^ the absence of 
mosque fron the plan of a ^arai, l i k e Chhaparghat s i tuated in an 
ieolaited place seems meaningful* I t i s possible that from the 
plan of th is a a r a i . b u i l t during the l a s t few years of Akbar's 
re ign , roosque was purposely excluded on account of Akbar's 
policy of discouraging the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of state run i n s t i t u -
2 
t ions with one par t icu lar r e l i g i o n * 
£very aarai necessarily contained a w e l l ; the 
3 
bigger sarais had even two wells* But curiously enough it 
1* Infra* 
2* Cf. n. Athar Ali^ *Akbar and Islam', Indian History 
Congress. 1976 (Calicut Session), wherein he alludes 
to the "reduction in the flow of financial patronage, 
which used to sustain a large number of mosques, 
madrasas. and the khangaha." because Akbar "apparently 
saw no reason why the resources of the state should 
support a class of whom he regarded as narrow minded 
and hostile to his larger vision*" 
3* Infra* 
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could not ba poaslble to looata any remains suggeating the 
availability of toilet faeilitiea within the courtyard of the 
aaraia surveyed by the Department of History, nor is there any 
description available of such facilities in the literary sources* 
One may, however, assume that the toilets were usually built at 
the four corners of the courtyard of a a^riai> This is sUQgsttitd 
by the original plan of "iPakki Barrack" a residential enclosure 
built at Aligarh in the late l9th century, presumably after the 
model of a AOIAI* ^^ this building, originally, toilets were 
located on the corners of central courtyard* These were small 
but separate structures having a number of partitions containing 
qadawchaa* 
Manucci furnishes a aiebl t-ed description of various 
facilities provided in the saraia during his time* Ha says! 
"In these aaraaa travellers are peatered by dealers, who offer 
for sale different kinds of cloth, not only white, but coloured; 
also by musicians, dancing boys, women dancers, barbers, tailors, 
washermen, farriers with horse-shoes, endless cheating physicians, 
and many sellers of grass and straw for the horses* All these 
things era cheap; but there are no longer dainty morsels for the 
foot-travellers to be eaten at the cost of the king, or any 
supply of bedsteade with mattresses and sheets* Still there is 
never any dearth of women of pleasure*" It appears from 
1* Manucci, op.cit*. Vol. I, p. 115. 
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Manuccl'a remark that during l7 th century d i f f e r e n t kind of 
f a c i l i t i e s were made avai lable to the t r a v e l l e r s rest ing in 
these aaraJ,Sy chief among them being the f a c i l i t y of marketing* 
This i s also borne out by Tavernier» who, while giving the 
description of a MAIAL at BenareSf observes* "In the middle of 
the court there are two g a l l i r i e s where they s e l l cottons, 
s i lken stuffs» and other kinds of merchandise* The majority 
of those who vend the goods are the workers who have made the 
piecest and in th is manner foreigners obtain them at f i r s t 
hand*" S im i la r l y , Thomas Twining wr i t ing as l a t e as in 1794 
mentions that "Al l (men) procured pots for cooking, earthen 
p la tes , and wood, r i c e , herbs, spices etc* a l l of which are 
always for sale in or near a garai - and bagan preparing the i r 
supper • • • • • " I t i s clear from these statements that the 
provision of shops inside the aaraia to f a c i l i t a t e marketing 
tended to become a prominent feature which might explain why 
some aqrai structures l a t e r came to be i d e n t i f i e d as gsJlJJSL ° ' 
1. Tavernier, op.eit*. Vol, I, p, 118. 
2. Thomas Twining, op.eit*. p. 208* 
3* For example Sarai NawalganJ in Agra< 
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The f a c i l i t y of a sort of health-actrvice was 
also mad* avai lab le to the t r a v e l l e r s rest ing in the garaifl* 
^ut the physician's service could only be procured on paynent* 
In the Passage quoted above Manucci rafere to them as "endless 
cheating physicians*" I t appears that the aarais were f reely 
v i s i t e d by many persons claiming to possess medical knouledge» 
of whom only fe^uere genuine* Apparently in the aarais located 
in towns persons of fer ing various services and entertainments to 
the t r a v e l l e r s were alleged free entry during the day* They were 
also free to s o l i c i t customers for t h e i r services* Amongst them, 
as Hanucci suggestst were also included "tnusicianst dancing-boys 
and women dancers"* f^ pen The manner in which Manucci refers to 
the presence of "women of pleasure" in the saraia goes to show 
that although t h e i r entry i n t o ffarai? was not encouraged 
o f f i c i a l l y t but these were always present in large numbers* 
The s i tuat ion of garai f a c i l i t i e s in Gujarat was, 
however, quite d i f f e ren t * According to Edward Terry (1618), 
" In th is kingdom { i * s * Gujarat) there are no innes to entertaine 
strangers* Qnely in great townes and c i t i e s are f a i r e houses 
b u i l t for t h e i r recert (which they c a l l Sarray) , not inhabi ted; 
where any passengers may have roome f r e e l y , but must bring with 
him his bedding, his cooke* and other necessaries wherein to 
dresse his neate; which are usually carried on camels, or else 
in carts drawne with oxen, wherein they have tents to pitch when 
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they roeate with no Sarraa."^ A s imi lar observation has been 
made by Mandelslo regarding aaraia in Gujarat . He wr i tes , 
"These are the caravan aeraa which have onely the four u a l l s , 
and a covering overhead, so that to be accomwodated there in , 
a Man must bring along with him what i s not be had there.""^ 
Apparently the i n s t i t u t i o n of aaraia did not f lour ish to the 
same extent outside the heartland of the Mughal empire, Sarais 
located outside the Gangetic plains provided to the t r a v e l l e r s 
only shelter whereas the remaining arranciements had to be made 
by the t r a v e l l e r s themselves. 
In North Ind ia , the f a c i l i t i e s of beds, mattresses, 
meals, and fodder etc* continued to be provided in the aaraia 
down to the end of the I8 th century, though unlike Sher Shah's 
time these were not avai lable to the t r a v e l l e r s at the expense 
of the s t a t e . But care was taken by the bhatj-yaras that the 
meals of the i r choice ware served to the t r a v e l l e r s and 
comfortable lodgings were provided to them* At one occasion 
when George Forster i^79z) came to "Allum Chand k i Sarai" near 
Allahabad, he found that the bhativ^yas were busy celebrating a 
marriage, yet he was given "good supper and a comfortable 
lodging*' «3 
1* Edward Ferry, Early Travels in India, op.cit.y p.3l1. 
2. rOandelslo, The Travels of Pater Nunriv. o p . c i t . . P.45.n.2 
3. George Forster, o p . e i t . . p. 90. 
Also see pp. 92-3. 
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Prom the above deaorlptionf ue may conclude that 
doun to Akbar's reign on the uhole gj^ ral was an institution 
established and subsidised by the state* A variety of facilities 
including that of free meals and fodder were provided in the 
sarais during the early period at the cost of the state* 
Apparently! the state incurred expenses oi running or 
subsidising sarais till Akbar's time with an aim to encourage 
trade and commsros* The situation in this respect changed 
considerably in the l7th century when the grouing needs of the 
saraij due to expanding trade and commerce* resulted into the 
establishment of 8ara4.q that were run by the agencies other than 
the state* During the l7th and 18th centuries facilities 
introduced by Sher Shah and Akbar continutsd to be provided to 
the travellers using sarais* but these could be procured only 
On Payment* But even nou sarais were not run as profit earning 
units and the charges made from the travellers were barely 
enough to meet the expenses of the service staff stationed in 
the AMS31&* 
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PART II 
PLANNING AND LAY-OUT OF SARA IS 
In the flrat section of this dlssortatlon 
an attonpt has been Made to analyse the available evidence 
relating to the geographical dietributiori» oa4;egorie8» and 
organization of the A&££LJJI of Mughal Period as well as the 
kind of facilities that were provided in them for the 
travellers* In this second section it is proposed to study 
the lay-outt construction plan^ and architectural features of 
eight surviving structures of sarais built during the riughal 
period* Uith the help of this kind of study it is proposed 
to trace the changes taking place in the Pattern of the 
utilization of space in the a^rai structures uhich in turn 
would have a bearing on the evolution of this institution 
in terns of its economic or administrative relevance» 
facilitieSf and clientele* Eight sarais chosen for a survey 
in this connection are those located on the two main routes 
connecting Mughal capitals of Agra and Delhi with the East; 
one connecting Delhi and Agra with 3aunpur via KannauJ and 
the other running along the Jamuna on the right side up to 
Agra and from Agra onwards up to Ghatampur along the left side* 
From Ghatampur this route shifts towards Ganges which comes 
very close to Jamuna at this point* On these routes* the 
total number of surviving garai structures is quite large but 
eight of them chosen for survey are in a better state of 
preservation and represent the structures built at different 
...?^  
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points of tine from the middle of I6th century down to the 
first half of I8th century. In identifying a Particular 
medieval structure as aMiMLt ^ have been guided, apart from 
the information furnished by historical sources and 
traditionsf by the assumption that all those structures 
which comprise of rectangular enclosures with one or two 
gateways and a row of almost identical cells fronted by 
porches running along the four sides in the interior, may 
safely be identified as aaraia* This seems to be, with some 
variations, the model of the general plan of well-known 
In tbt ensukm pages I am giving a description of the 
following MAl&iA^ 
t* Oamdama 
2* Sarai Chhaparghata 
3* Raja ki Sarai 
4. Sarai Ekdil 
5. Sarai AJitmal 
6» Sarai NawalganJ 
7. Sarai Miran 
1* For example, Sarai Nurmahal, 16 miles south 
of Jalandhar, where an inscription over the 
western gateway confirms its identification 
as q^rai» Sarai Hiran in KannauJ, where too 
an inscription is available* Sarai Ajitmal 
in Ctawa* 
'K 
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8* Saral KhudaganJ 
Tha description of thasa aaralg are 
arranged in a chronological aaquenca- Here f l r a t 
the planning and lay-out of the aa ia i , structurea i s 
deacribed and then an attanpt i s mads to trace the changes 
occurring in th is respect* 
0 A W D A W A 
The earliest of the eight surviving 
structures is Oamdama* at present known also as 
Reserve i^ olica Lines* This is either a >Pre-i^ ughal 
or possibly a Sur building* It is situated at a distance 
It appears from the general plan of the struoture> 
the nassive battlenented walla and the shaPe of the 
arches in the building that 11: is either an early 
nughal or a Sur building* In the general plan 
(compare* iPlats l) two features which tend to bring 
it close to that of a fortress are< KB) Single Gate 
and (b) Solid bastions at tha four corners* This is 
in sharp contrast with the general plan of the 
aaraia built after the establishment of the Mughal 
authority in northern India <3n a firm footing, and 
suggests that this is a structure built at a time 
when even in the vicinity of an important oarg^na 
head-quarter like l*lathura a AiULal would not be 
considered secure unless it 1» fortified* The ASIMX. 
Chhaparghat which is described next* is a good model 
of the later day aaraiq having two gatesi from which 
solid bastions are eliminated (compare ^late 2/* 
The impression gatherid from the general plan that 
Oamdama is a pre-l*lughal structure is further 
strengthened by the shape of the arches in the 
gateway which have a slight drop in the curve 
towards the crown unlike the developed Tudor arch 
of the nughals* Compare '^ •roy Brown, Indian 
Architactura (Islamic iPerlod)i, p* 87. 
i-^i) 
of tyo^8«froR> the ^athura cantonnent (Railway Station on 
the Agra road* According to Growsa ^1883) t h i s i s one of the 
five AaiaL buildings exis t ing a t Mathursi which ' a r e fine 
for t l i ke bui ldings , with maasive battlemanted walls and 
bastions and high arched gateways** "The f i r s t which i s 
smaller than the others and has been nuch nodernized has for 
many years past been occupied by the police reserve , and i s 
ordinar i ly called the Oamdama*" 
Oamdama i s a square enclosure covering an 
area of 112*50 X 112.5O sqm* with high battlemented walls 
a l l around and four bastions of the shape of an i r r egu la r 
Pentagon on the corners* There i s one gateway which 
opens on the northern side* Inside the enclosure, row of 
rooms runs along a l l the four sides* On taking measure-
ments of the rooms i t was discovered thsit a l l the extant 
rooms with the exception of one big room in the centre of 
the eastern wing are of equal size* H may suggest tha t 
or ig ina l ly there might have exis ted big rooms of the same 
s ize in the centre of the southern and western wings as well* 
On aficount of the rooms in the eastern wing which i s 
completely i n t a c t , the t o t a l number of ordinary rooms was 
1* f'S" Grouse, t^athura* ^ OJetrlct i^Biwoiit P* 29* 
2* See -Plate I* 
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calculated to ba 110« Including the three bigger roorasy 
the total number of rooms in the sarai comes to 113* Inside 
the enclosure are also located two wells and a small mosque 
of which the wall located next to the mosque seems to belong 
to a much earlier period than the other two structures* 
An ordinary room of the garai is a square of 
3*30 X 3*30 sqm* and is fronted by an arched opening of 
1*75 X 3«3Q sqm* which is more or lass like a porch* A 
smaller arch of width 1*00 m* provides entry to the main 
chamber of the room* At present the rooms have one window 
each in the rear walls* but these seem to be later additions 
as no original arch is visible in the ualls* The bigger 
room surviving on the eastern side is a rectangle of 
6*90 X 3*30 sqm. It is fronted with a verandah covered 
with stone slabs supported on iron rails* 
The gateway of the qarai as it stands today 
covers a total plinth area of 13*70 X i6*05 sqm. There 
are five arches in the gate as it stands at present* But 
1* This well is at present covered with a roofed room 
containing a tubewell* But there are still clearly 
visible four red sand-stone slabs of equal length 
fixed in the wall of the well on different sides. 
Each one of these slabs carry a circular hole* 
Apparently this arrangement was meant to support 
some mechanical device for lifting water from the 
well* Moreover the bricks used in this well are 
smaller in size as compared to the modern larger 
bricks used in the other well up to almost the 
water level* H^*'' 
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one arch at the northern end is clearly a later addition 
as borne out by the Joint gothic pillars sustaining the 
arch, a typical feature of the British architecture in 
India* Boreover, it is an absolute arch which is nowhere 
found in the early buildings of that period* Remaining 
four arches are of the pointed horse-shoe shape and were 
part of the original structure* The space on both the sides 
of the main passage is occupied by a double storey complex 
consisting of a number of rooms and open spaces* 
Bastions on the four corners are solid 
structures* There is one set of stairs leading up to 
the roof of the rooms and bastions in the south-western 
corner* This kind of bastions would not possibly be of 
any use for providing residential facility to the persons 
staying in the Aa£Al* t^ is obviously a feature designed 
to strengthen the fortification of thisi building. 
SARA I CHHAPARCHAT 
This SJULSLL* sPParently, built during Akbar's 
reign is located at Chhaparghat, 8 km* »ast of Bhognipur 
on way to Ghatampur*' Uilliam Pinch, who visited India 
1* Uilliam Finch {Earlv Trauals in India, ed* 
U* Foster p* 179) mentions that he stayed in this aapai when 
he Passed through this place in 1611* He nowhere indicates tha 
it was established only recently; this suggests that it was 
built several years before he came to this place* From the 
shape of the arches of the gateways it Is obvious that this 
building was erected some time after the technique of making 
Tudor arch was already perfected under Akbar* 
iV> 
in 1S08-11 has left the following description of this 
Aalai* "Here is one of the fairest aaraiapIn India, like 
a goodly castle then a inne to lodge strangers; the lodgings 
very faire of stone* with loctces and keyes, able to lodge a 
thousand men* A man can scarse shoote from side to side with 
an arrow;"' Peter Mundy also gives a detailed description 
of this Aalal* "'''uo course before wee came to this place 
(Shankar-ki ^^£AL)t wee passed through Chuppergutta 
(Chaparghata), where is the fairest and formalest saras that 
1 have yett seene, with 4 faire Towers att the 4 Corners, and 
2 stately gates att cominge in and going out, with a verie 
highe wall round about, full of Battleiaents, as yett all 
oonpleat* By it runs a little River with a Stone bridge over 
it* It runs into 3enina, which was againe in sight not l/2 
a mile off."^ 
It is a massive structure standing upon a 
platform Just beside the road on the south* In this 
building bricks of unusually large size are used, which to 
the best of my knowledge, are not found in other Mughal 
buildings* From a visual inspection it appeared that the 
1* Early Travels in India, ed* U. Foster, p. l79. 
2. The Travels of Pater flundv. op* cit*, p. 69. 
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slza of these brioke was more or leas tha same as those 
of Kushana^ Period* But inside the aarai as well in its 
vicinity there were no signs of Kushana renainsy from where 
such a large number of bricks could be obtained for this 
structure* Moreover the state of weathering of the bricks 
does not Permit their identification with Kushana bricks* 
The only explanation that one may venture to suggest is that 
these were especially made for the construction of this 
building* 
,^ A£ai. ChhaParghat is a rectangular enclosure 
covering an area of 168*66 X 105*05 sq* m. with high wall 
all around* Two Meter high platform on which the entire 
building stands* gives an added effect of height to the 
walls* There are two gateways in the aarai on the eastern 
and western sides* There is an old well in the south-eastern 
corner of the enclosursi but no remains of a mosque are 
visible anywhere inside* Rooms in the .ftacaJL Z'un along all 
the four aides and are identical in design and dimensions with 
the exception of two bigger rooms in the centre of northern 
and southern sides* It appears that originally there were 
four corner rooms which^ opened into the octagonal structures 
that looked like bastions* These were the structure^that are 
referred to by iPeter f*lundy as 'Towers'* But all of them are 
in a state of ruin* According to local tradition the 
'bastions' and a section of the eastern wing of the AALal were 
demolished by the British forces in 1857* 
An ordinary roon of the aaral is an irregular 
hexagon covering an area of 14*87 sq* m* It is fronted by 
a half-do»ed opening of 2»30 X, 3.20 sq. w. Main chamber of 
the roon is entered through an arch of width 1*20 m* 3ust 
above this arch is a snail opening in thii wall apparently, 
meant for ventilation and light* £very alternate room is 
connected with the next adjacent room through an arched 
opening of width 1*20 m* in the common yall* It is 
interesting to note that even though alternate roons are 
interconnectedt the half-domed porches outside them are not< 
This arrangement of tuo-r«oa suites is unusual and is not 
found in any other juUCaJL* 1-arger rooms in the centre of 
southern and western sides are of the shape of an irregular 
polygon* A side room also of the shape of an irregular 
polygon is attached to them on one sido* 
Both the gateways are similar in design and 
size* These are double storey structured covering a 
plinth area of l9,i8 X 28«l0 sq* m. In each one of them 
two lofty arches of horseshoe shape* extending up to the 
total height of the gate stand on the ecistarn and western 
ends of the structure* Nain entry is, howevari formed by 
a smaller arch of width 3*40 m* which leads us inside the 
^arai through the central octagonal chamber of the gataway* 
This chamber is covered with a vaulted dome* 
'i^ 
The aaatarn gate i s f lanked on tho south by 
domed structures forming four rooms uhich are in a ruined 
s ta te* Irched niches in the walls of tho f i r s t room are 
c lear ly v i s i b l e * As there are no remains of a mosque inside 
the enclosure i t may be presumed that th is complex would 
have served as a mosque* •'^ossibly the masque was not included 
in the or ig ina l plan of the SAlsJLt ^^t uas added afterwards* 
Flanking the eastern gate on the north i s 
a double-storey structure with half-domed spaoings in 
each storey opening in i t s facade* This structure would 
probably have meeted the res ident ia l requirements of the 
service s ta f f in the SM£^» A staircase opening in the 
southern wa^ll of the gate torn inside leads to the roof of 
the rooms and the upperatorey of the gats* 
I t i s evident from a comparison of the general 
plan and structure of th is jSLaXal with that of Oarodama that 
cer ta in new features in the StaJLaX bui lding are emerging* 
Single gate of Oamdama is replaced by two gates on both the 
sides* This was done probably to regulate and f a c i l i t a t e the 
entry and ex i t of the t r a v e l l e r s * Such a change could be 
possiblot apparently on account of growing p o l i t i c a l s t a b i l i t y -
This kind of general plan having two gates i s retained in the 
^araia b u i l t subsequently* The above comparison also shows 
that the r a t i o between the space covered by a gate and the 
t o t a l area of the aara i diminishes considerably* Uhile in 
m> 
Oamdama this ratio is 1*57, similar figures for Sarai 
Chhaparghat would be 1<32* If both the gates of the latter 
structure are taken into account* then this ratio would come 
down to IMS* Thus it is obvious that area covered by the 
gates of the SA£ALt where the rooms for the static^ing of the 
aarai-ataff were generally located* is increasing drastically* 
•Perhaps to a certain extent this change could also have been 
necessitated because of the tendency to provide larger space 
for storage within the sarai« 
The bastions in this aarai were made hollow 
unlike the solid bastions of Oamdama* The&e were probably 
used as rooms though their purpose is not clear* This 
change* aPart from providing extra space for stores etc* is 
also indicative of a change in the conception of the structure 
of a aaiai* t^ seems that a sarai is no longer designed after 
the model of a fortress* and therefore the bastions on the 
corners that are found in Oamdama are now beginning to give 
way to corner rooms* which tend to become almost an essential 
feature in the later aaraia* 
RA3A KI SARAI 
This* a a^rai of Oahangir's reign* i s located 
near Aram Bagh in Agra* I t i s l o c a l l y known as 'Raja k i 
S a r a i ' and i s si tuated to the east of Aram Bagh on the r iver 
• • 'OCf 
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bank* At present there ie an orchard f lanking th is building 
on the east yhlch seems to be the s i t e of yet another Mughal 
garden* This I s indicated by a well located on I t s nor th-
western corner towards the 3arauna which from a distance looked 
s i n i l a r in design to the wells on the north-western and 
south-westsrn corners of Aram Bagh facing the r i ve r * 
Peter I^ undy describes a jjLaXfliL located on the 
l e f t bank of the 3anuna in the fol lowing wordsS " I departed 
from our house in Agra» beinge in the streete cal led 
Pul lhuttee ( o h a l - h a t t i . f r u i t and vegetable market>)f and 
crossing over the r iver * I came to iMoore mohol ca sara 
{ l course)* which i s a very f a l r e one* b u i l t by the old Queene 
Noore nohol {Nur riahal) for the accommodation of T rave l l e rs , 
in which may stand 500 horse* and there may conveniently lye 
2 or 3OOO people; A l l of Stana» not one Peice of Timber in i t , 
the roones a l l archedt each with a several l Copula* I t stands 
1* There l a probably a mistake in '^etsr Mundy's 
descript ion* I f 'Copula* icupolay has been used 
in i t s true arch i tec tura l sense, i t seems improbable 
that a room of 3*25 X 3*15 sq* m, would have 
possessed several of these* i*ly suspicion i s that 
the word 'Copula* has been used for niches in the 
room, which are four in each roon. 
i^) 
betwene Two gardsns built also by her*" This description 
almost exactly fits this building uhich, as ue have noticed 
abovBt was originally located between tuo gardens* No other 
structure on the left bank of the river and flanked by tuo 
gardens is traceable* In this identification there is only 
one debatable point which needs to be stttled* ^eter Nundy 
states that both the gardens flanking Nur mahal's sarai were 
* built' by Nur 3ahan herself* As noted abovei the garden 
flanking Rgfa ki Sarai on the west is Aram Bagh. It is 
possible that the garden on the eastern side of the aarai ef 
was built by Nur 3ahan» and this confusEtd i^ e^ter riundy into 
imagining that the other garden was also established by her* 
The aarai is a rectangle of 185*(>0 X 37*20 3q*m* 
2 
with two gates on the eastern and western sides respectively* 
There are only two rows of identical rooms running along the 
northern and southern sides* There is no mosque inside the 
aarai enclosurSf nor is there any well inside* 
1* The Travels of Peter Wundv. OP. cit*. pp* 78-9. 
Cf. Jahanoir's India, tr* U.H* Moreland & P* Geyl, 
p. 4^ It seems that the 'Noore raohol ca sara' of 
Peter ''lundy is the same building as the Aaxol that 
was established according to Pelsarety by 'the 
officers of Nur 3ahan Begam', on the left bank of 
3amuna in a city named Sikandra, where custoai duties 
were collected by her staff from the traders bringing 
Products of Bengal and other eastern provinces. 
2. See Plate 3* 
• • *a9 
All tha rooMs in the aaral are of equal 
size* and each cms is a rectangle covering an area of 
3.25 X 3.15 aq. rn., fronted by a porch of 2-25 X 3.25 sq. ro. 
£ntry to the main chamber of the room is through an arched 
door. The porches are interconnected through openings in the 
side uallsi thus forming a long colonnade. In the centre of 
the northern side is a pavillion of 3*20 X 3*10 sq. m. opening 
towards the east* It is possible that this opening connected 
the ^arai enclosure with the garden on the northern side. In 
the south->uestern corner a small sub-encLosure containing a 
number of soajbttrad structures of varying sizes is noticeablst 
but it does not appear to be a Part of the original plan. 
The eastern gateway which is nou much 
dilapidated^ probably formed the main entrance for 
traveller coming from east. Only two arches of this 
structure remain now* Harks of post holes are still visible 
in this gateway. It was flanked on both sides by smaller 
entry points, but the structure does not exist now* The 
western gateway is in still worse state of ruin. 
This AaXai. provides an unusual plan* Unlike 
the rectangular or square 8araj,a. the length of this ^ e 
&aSj^ is much greater than its breadth and gives its plan 
rather disproportionate appearance. The gates are much simpler 
than the gates of Oamdama and ^arai at Chhaparghat. if^ robablyt 
the location of the sarai being so close to capital^ it did 
not require strong gates for security* An additional feature 
w 
hers is tha inter-connected porches forming a colonnade 
in front of the roows which provides sheltered access to 
each roon. This arrangement has not been noticed in any one 
of the Aa£ai[^  surveyed till now* 
SARA I EKDIL 
This sarai b u i l t during Shahjahan's re ign , 
i s located in EMdilt a small township si tuated 8 kms* 
east of £tawa on nat ional highway number 2 , one km. north 
of the main road* The presentday township of Ckdil i s 
s i tuated inside the compound of the AaJLal* ^ the top of 
the western-gate of the aaraj.f there i s a >f^ersian inscr ip t ion 
2 in naata l iq inscribed in red sand-stone uhich credits a 
certa in noble Yakdil Khan of having established (|<arei abadan^ 
'an a t t r a c t i v e l o c a l i t y * (mauia-i d i lkaah) named yakdilabad 
during the reign of Shahjahan. From th is inscr ip t ion i t 
1* This arrangement i s not seen in the fol lowing 
sarai? surveyed by us* Oamdama; Sarai Chhaparghat; 
Sarai £ k d i l , Sajzai A j l t m a l ; SflJ^i f^iran, Naualganj; 
Khudaganj Sar^i* 
2 . Cf. Y.K. Sukhari, 'Two iPersian Inscr ipt ions of the 
reign of Shah Jahan from Sarai E k d i l , D i s t r i c t 
Etawah', Eploraohia Indica 19S3 and 1954, PP. 44-45. 
The text of the inscr ip t ion and i t s English 
t rans la t ion as read by Bukhariy are given below* 
-^ 
m) 
aPPaars that the this placs also containeid a garden having 
a number of trees and flower beds* The c;hronograni given in 
the same inscription for the year of the construction Caal-i 
taroiraah) of this building reads Sarai Yakdil Khan. I t is 
apparently on the basis of this chronogram that this place 
came to be popularly identified as 'Sarai Ekdil' instead of 
*Yakdilabad' as identified in the second line of the inscription 
But there is one serious problem about this chronogram. I t 
yields A.H. 986 and not 1039 as suggested by Y.K. Bukhari. But 
at the same tins there cannot be any doubt that this structure 
was built either during Jahangir's reign or that of Shahjahant 
and that Yakdil Khan who built i t was a servant of Shahjahan.^ 
This is Partly borne out by the f i rs t line of the above 
inscription i tse l f as wall as by another inscription on the 
entrance of a mosque situated inside the aar^i which gives A.H. 
IO42 as the date of the construction of the lat ter building. 
This other inscription is also noted by Bukhari and his 
reading of the date given in digits agrees with our reading. 
In this light the date of the construction of the main 
structure and i ts gates given by Bukhari viz. A.H. 1O39 would 
appear plausible* But Bukhari's contention that the words 
preceding the expression Sarai Yakdil Khan are amad awa and 
not ^mad awaz and that these words are a part of the chronogram 
is clearly unacceptable* Thus the formula from which he works 
4^  
(1-2} During the reign of the Emperor of the world (Shah JahanV, 
(Yakdil) founded for" the (Comfort) of the public a charming place, 
Yakdilabad, (which is the) envy (of Baghdad and the riv/al of 
Isafahan V• 
(3) (^ n account of i ts flourishing gardens and blooming cypress-
trees and orchards) i t is proverbially the second paradice on earth. 
(4) Uhosoever rests (therein) for a while feels immune from the 
terrors of the world. 
(5) I sought (the year) of i ts construction; the voice 
icame ) : t h e i n n of Y a k d i l K h a n . 
out A .H. 1O39 I s r a the r absurd and t h i s date cannot be 
accepted as a u t h e n t i c t There i s a l so an i n s c r i p t i o n on the 
eastern gate which i s a t present i n a m u t i l i a t e d s t a t e * I t 
cou ld not be poss ib le t o decipher i t and know the date given 
i n t h i s i n s c r i p t i o n . Thus the problem as t o why the 
chrc^ogram given i n the i n s c r i p t i o n on the western gate y i e l d s 
A.H* 986 remains unanswered unless we Presume t h a t Bukhar i ' s 
read ing as w e l l as our reading of i t s wordings i s e n t i r e l y 
wrong* I am» however» not i n a p o s i t i o n t o hazard any guess 
about the a l t e r n a t e wordings of the chronogram as I do not have 
a t my d isposa l an estampags of the o r i g i n a l * 
According t o the l o c a l t r a d i t i o n reproduced i n 
D i s t r i c t Gazet teer , the place was f i r s t s e t t l e d by Saksena 
Kayasths and p r i o r t o the es tab l ishment of Sara i E k d i l t h i s 
•I 
place was known as Sara i Bupa* During our survey of the 
p lace , we t r i e d t o asce r ta i n the o r i g i n of t h i s t r a d i t i o n but 
no one seemed t o have remembered i t * The l o c a l People d id 
i d e n t i f y a smal l c l u s t e r of houses i n the n o r t h - e a s t e r n par t 
of the enclosure as tpohalla Kavasthan where about four teen 
f a m i l i e s of Saksena Kayasths l i v e today* But even these 
Kayasths d id not show f a m i l i a r i t y w i t h the t r a d i t i o n about 
f . A . e . A t k i nson , D i s t r i c t Gazetteer* Etawa, 
V o l . IV (1876), pp* 470-71* 
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Saral Hupa* 
Saral Ckdll is a rectangular enclosure 
covering an area of 133*60 x 146*50 aq* m* ulth tuo 
gateways in the eastern and western sides respectively* 
A roetalled road now runs across the enclosure through these 
gates* There were four circular bastions in the corners* but 
they are demolished now* There is a domed mosque in the 
northern half of the enclosure and two wells in the centre of 
the courtyardf one each on the northern and southern sides* 
Flany of the rooms of the parai have probably vanished* ^ly 
a small row running along eastern and southern walls in the 
south eastern corner, containing 21 rooms has survived* The 
local population identifies the south-sastern part of the 
enclosure as the ^aJUd^$ which implies that the remaining Part 
of the enclosure came to be represented as a township of which 
Qarai was a part* It is interesting to note that all the 
twenty one rooms running along the interior wall of the 
enclosure that have survived are located in this part* The 
inscription on the western gate also indicates that MB j^ J^Lai. 
1* Cf* Report of the Survey of Wedieval Monuments 
carried out by a team of the nembers of the Depart-
ment of History, Aligarh Muslim University, 
consisting of Iqtidar Alaro Khan, 3amal Mohd*Siddiqi, 
Ravindra Kumar Srivastava, Naair Ali Zaidi, Mohd* 
Taskeen & Mohd* Shareef, in May and September '77* 
The report is to be published shortly* 
2, See P/»^ e j. 
i^) 
was a Part of the locality named Yakdilabad* One may 
therefore assume that either only the southern half or even 
south-eastern quarter of the encltfsure was meant for use as a 
aara^^. whereas the rest of the place ccnstltuted the dwelling 
houses and garden* Incidentally the area of this enclosure is 
very large as compared to the area covered by the aaraia 
described so far* It» therefore, seems improbable that the 
entire enclosure would have possessed rooms for the purpose 
of a jaaxai.* t^ is however difficult to guess the actual 
extent of the Part covered by the aarai as the enclosure is 
at present thickly populated oblitarating the original 
divisions* 
Each rooRi of the sarai is a rectangle 
covering an area of 3*lQ X 3*20 sq* m. and is fronted 
by an arched opening of 3*20 X 1*60 sq, m. Entry to the 
main chamber of the room is provided through an arch of width 
1.00 in* Roof of the rooms is vaulted* There are three 
niches in the walls of each room and three niches in each 
porch* Nine rooms of this description are on the eastern 
side between the gate and the structure at the corner* The 
number of rooms on the southern side extending from the small 
complex of rooms on the south-eastern corner is twelve* The 
complex of rooms on the south-eastern corner comprise of two 
rooms and the circular structure that looks like a bastion 
from outside* The rooms of this complex are of the ordinary 
size ii'B' 3*l0 X 3*2^ sq* m*) and open through one meter 
arches in the hollou 'basticyi*. As the bastion uas in a 
completely ruined state* it could not ba measured* On the 
basis of the measurements of the rooms in this aarai. on9 may 
point out that the total space provided to a traveller for 
his use is comparatively smaller* 
The plinth area of the entire complex of 
the western gate ia 17 x 8.63 sq» tn. which is larger than 
the eastern gate covering an area of 5»i^ 5 x 3.95 sq. m. The 
western-gate consists of three pointed horse-sho« shaped 
arches of width 3*25 m. each, in a row* i»arge spaces of 4*24 x 
3*75 sq* m* open on both the sides of the main passage* Stone 
platforms supported on brackets are provided in these spaces 
one each on both the sides* There are stteps on both the 
flanks of the gateway from inside, which take us to the 
platforms and also to the roof of the gateway. Uooden doors 
are fixed in the gateway, which open ineiide* Near the Parapet 
of the gateway are drooping oaves supported on brackets* Hed 
sandstone facing relieved with nice geometrical designs gives 
an elegant look to the gateway* There is an inscription in 
red sandstone over the entrance arch* 
The eastern gate is a smaller structure 
covering a plinth area of 5*95 x 3*95 sq. m. It consists 
of three pointed horse-shoe arches* The width of the inner-
most arch is 4*15 m* and of the other two arches is 3*75 m. 
each* A wooden door, which opens inside is also fixed in this 
.0^  
gateway* Red sandstone f a c i n g i s prov ided to t h i s gateuay 
and there i s an i n s c r i p t i o n a l so on the facade, but i t has 
Peeled o f f cons iderab ly* 
This jiULLai i s a t y p i c a l example uhere the a a r a i 
s t r u c t u r e becomes Part of a l a r g e r l o c a l i t y . Apparent ly 
the astabl iahroent of t h i s k i n d of complexes became common 
dur ing Iha l 7 t h & iOth c e n t u r i e s . Sara i Wiran es tab l i shed 
a t Kannauj by a c e r t a i n J^befca^'^'g-ciAMt.^^-jU.^^clii^ing Aurangzeb's 
re ign was a lso a par t of the same k ind of complex though unl ik< 
Sara i E k d i l the enclosure of the former s a r a i yaa c l e a r l y 
demarcated and the other components of the cs-iiiiplex were 
l o c a t e d outs ide the enc losu re . I t imad A l i Khan w r i t i n g i n 
1717-27 mentions a PyjEa. es tab l i shed by Abdua Samad Khan which 
i nc l uded orchards, a s a r a i and hammam. I t in obuiously a 
d e s c r i p t i o n of b a s i c a l l y the sanie k i n d of complex as the 
above tuo* 
1 . I t imad A l i Khan, op. c i t . . p» 7. 
1^ 
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SARA! AJITWAL 
Sarai Ajltroal i s s i tuated 43 Kms. eaat of 
Ctawa on nat ional highway number 2* According to Atkinson, 
"AJitinal was one of the aaraia on the old imperial road between 
Agra and Kalp i *" There i s an inscr ip t ion on the western gate 
of the sarai which gives the date of i t s construction as A.H. 
1049. The wordings of th is inscr ip t ion are , however, out-
landish and do not f u l l y conform to the u»ual pat tern* The 
small size of the marble tab le t on which the inscr ip t ion is 
engraved, and also the use of the word fiUafJLq in the las t l i n e 
instead of more correct usage mutabig creates doubt about the 
authent ic i ty of the i n s c r i p t i o n . But i t wati cer ta in ly there in 
A.D. 1876 when Atkinson compiled the Gazetteer of £tawah D i s t r i c t . 
He has pointedly referred to th is inscr ip t ion though he misreads 
the date as 1O59 in place of l049. One may assume that th is 
1 . A.E. Atkinswi, OP. c i t » . p. 4O6. 
2* The text of the inscr ip t ion and i t s English 
t ransla t ion are given below* 
Text; 
^^^(y^r .J^L ^ > _^,, ^ 1/ J^ y ^ ^ 
TyapglaUop^ 
Shahjahan Badshah Ghazi 
Sarai Ajit Wal Kayat in the Regnal year 
corresponding to A.H. l049 . Sarouat l698 . 
inscription was put up by the kaVasth zainlndar^ of this place 
some time before 1868. Apparently the name of the aaral and 
the date of its construction were given in this inscription on 
the strength of some surviving tradition or record. 
Peter Mundy, writing in 1632» has mentioned 
"Jannke Sara" as located somewhere near the present site of 
2 
Sarai Ajitraal. This makes it plausible that the aarai 
mentic^ed by ^e te r Plundy i s the same s t r u c t u r e which l a t e r on 
came t o be i d e n t i f i e d as Sara i A j i t m a l on account of the 
i n s c r i p t i w i put up by Kavasth zemindars of the l o c a l i t y . -Present 
day township of A j i t m a l i s s i t u a t e d i n s i d e the compound of the 
The qa ra i was probably a rec tangu la r enc losure* 
the l e n g t h of which could be measured as 175*30 m. The wa l l 
of the enclosure i s near l y dest royed* Only a smal l po r t i on of 
the w a l l su rv i ves i n the sou th -eas te rn corner , which i s b a t t l e -
I t Cf. Report of the Survey, AMU., A l i o a r h . 
According t o Mr 3a i Narain Agarwal l75 years ) 
s /o Lala Ham Swaroop Agarwal , a l o c a l r e s i d e n t , 
the place was once owned by Kayasth Zemindars. But 
p resen t l y only few f a m i l i e s of Kayasthas l i v e here , 
most of them having migra ted t o o ther places dur ing 
the l a s t few decades* 
2 . The Trave ls of Peter Wundy. optcit.,^, P. 86. 
mented* Feu surviving rooms of the sar^j. are also located 
here* tach room is a rectangle and has an arched portico in 
front of it similar to Sarai Ckdil* It could not be possible 
to measure the rooms but from a visual inspection it could be 
guessed that these are of same size as the rooms of Sarai Ckdil' 
The aarai has tuo lofty gateways on the eastern and uestarn 
sides* A mosque is situated in the south»eastsrn quarter of 
sgrai but it appears to be a recent structure* f^ eu remains of 
an Octagonal "bastion" on the south-western side are still 
visible* These remains are in an almost eitraight alignment 
with the western gateway suggesting that it was one of the 
corners of the sarai enclosure* ^Probably similar structures 
existed on the remaining three corners of the enclosre, but 
at present these are not traceable* 
Western gateway covers a plinth area of 
11*50 X 11*70 3q. m. It consists of three arches of 
width 3*75 ra* each in a row* The outermost arch is multi-
foliated and the remaining two are of the pointed horse-shoe 
shape* Rectangular sPacea of 2 x 4*l0 sq* m* each open on both 
sides of the main passage* A wooden door which opens inside is 
fixed in this gateway* Two octagonal turrets (one side being 
1.70 m.) surmounted with qhhatris flank the main entry on both 
sides* The Parapet of the gateway is battlemented* The facade 
is treated with red sand stone facing relieved in crude 
sculpture of flower vases and geometrical designs* There is a 
small marble tablet cjn top of the ga(i8uay» containing an 
inscription in >F>er8ian* 
The eastern gateway of the aarai, is slightly 
smaller than the one on western side* It covers a total 
plinth area of 14»80 x 7«90 sq. m. and consists of three 
arches of pointed horse-shore shape in a row* The width of 
the outermost arch is 4*20 m* and of the iremaining two arches 
is 3*80 ro* each* This gateway is also flanked by two octagonal 
turrets (one side being 1*70 m») surmounted with chhatris* The 
Parapet of the gateway is battlemented* -^t was once plastered 
but most of it has given way nou. 
It appears from the above description that the 
plan of this sarai resembles closely that of sarai Ekdil. If 
the length of this sarai is any indication of its siza» it was 
probably bigger than all the other ^^rai^ discussed till now* 
The space provided in the main gate on the western side 
diminishes slightly in this sarai as compsired to Sarai Ckdil* 
But the space in the rear gate increases considerably* It tends 
to become as large as the main gateway* 
SARAI NAUALGANJ 
This sarai is situated nearly 500 m, north 
ea$tr of Itimad»ud Oaula's tomb in Agra* At present this 
building is in the possession of Kunwar Raghunath Singhi a 
resident of the village Nunihai, who realizes rent from the 
people living in the rooms in this building. There does not 
exist any inscription or other kind of authentic evidence 
establishing the identity of this building. It seems that the 
surviving tradition; about this structure during the l9th century 
were of conflicting nature* While Raja Ram writing a few years 
before mutiny identified this place as a Kjit£a» built by Shaista 
Khan during Shahjahan's reign for his own residence, Carlleyle 
on the other hand recorded in 1871-72 that this structure was 
known to have been built by certain noble of Shahjahan, Salat 
Khan, as a liaJtlA* According to him the name of the place 
NawalganJ is a corruption of a longer designation "Katra Nawab 
Ganj." It is apparently on the basis of the use of term oan j 
in the name of this structure that Carlleyle hazards the 
conjecture that it was meant for use as e: market place* In 
any case from the contradictory traditions mentioned by the above 
two authorities it is obvious that the present identification 
of the structure is doubtful though from the architectural 
motifs used in the building such as multifciliated arches in the 
1. •The Gardens of Agra', Journal of U.P. Historical 
Society. Vol. IV, 1928, Part I, pp. 15-16. 
2. A.C.L. Carlleyle, ArehaaolOQical Survey of India. 
Report for the year 1871-72, Vol. IV, pp. 159-62-
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Cupola on the western gateuayt I t seems probable that th is 
structure was b u i l t during Shahjahan's reign* 
However* as the Plan of th is building conforms 
to that of the usual plan of a Aaxal* U0 presume i t as a aara i 
bui lding* One can be pretty cer ta in that th is kind of 
guadrangle containing rows of small rooms on a l l the four sides 
having two gates opening d i rec t l y i n t o a courtyard could not 
have been o r ig ina l l y b u i l t for the residence of a noble of 
Shaista Khan's standing and status* The greater l ike l ihood 
appears to be that o r ig ina l l y th is structure was planned as a 
a^rqi but l a t e r on i t came to be gradually used e n t i r e l y as a 
market place which caused i t to be known as a Katr^ or g^oJ* 
This bui lding comprises a square enclosure 
covering an area of 115*25 x 115*25 sq* m. with high b a t t l e -
mented walls a l l around and four octagiBnal "bastions" at the 
corners* There are two l o f t y gateways on the eastern and 
western sides* Rooms run along a l l the four sides inside the 
compound with two larger rooms on the northern and southern sides 
respect ively* The corner rooms open in to the "bastions"i which 
are hollow structures* A well i s s i tuated to the south of the 
western gate inside the compound* There i s no surviving 
structure of a mosque inside t h i s bui lding* The t o t a l number 
of rooms i s 86 including two larger rooms* 
Ordinary roons of the building are identical 
in size and shape* Each ordinary room is a square of 
3*70 X 3*70 sq* m* with an arched opening of 3*70 x 3*50 sq*in. 
forming the porch* Larger rooms are located almost in the 
centre of nolsthem and southern sides respectiuelyt and to make 
them wider than the ordinary roomsi the rear ualls are 
projected outside* It could not be possible to measure these 
rooms because of the ncwi-oooperative attitude of the present 
occupants* But Carlleyle has given the measurements of these 
rooms as 38»3" x 30* 8q*ft (i*B. 11*66 x 4*14 sq. m.), which 
may be safely treated as accurate* 
The gate on the western side is bigger than 
the one on the eastern side* It covers a total plinth 
area of 8*90 x 9*35 sq< m* This gate consists of three archee 
in a row* Outermost arch is half-domed with a width 4*67 m., 
while the other two arches are of the width 3*95 m. each* On 
both sides of the main passage are vaulted spaces of 2*20 x 4*80 
1* Carlleyle has also given other measurements 
of the building* His measurement of the total 
area of the enclosure as well that of covered space 
occupied by the rooms and porches nearly corresponds 
with our measurements* But his measurements of the 
gates differ with our measurement substantially* 
Uhile our measurement shows that the eastern gateway 
is slightly smaller than the western gatewayt 
according to Carlleylcf the plinti^area of both the 
gateways is equal (40*l0" x 35'8'' sq* fit)* For 
our measurements of the gateways see infra* 
8q* m« each* i*1aln passags is also covered uith a vaulted 
roof. Tyo sets of steps opening on both the flanks of gateway 
from Inside lead up to the roof of the rooms and the gateway* 
The western gateway was originally surmounted with four cupolas 
of which only one rsnain now* 
Eastern gateway Is in a ruined state* It 
covers a plinth area of 3*95 x 2»32 sq* m* and consists of 
only two arches of width 3*95 m* each* The roof of the 
gateway has fallen* Two staircases open in the flanks of the 
gateway from inside* 
It is evident from the plan of this ^arai 
that tc^el residential space provided in it is larger than 
all other aaraia described so far* But the space provided in 
the gateways is smaller than other structures* 
SARA I PIIRAN 
This i s a qfaraj, located at KannauJ* The 
l o c a l i t y in which t h i s Aaxai. ^s s i tua ted i s known a f te r 
i t s naffie* An insc r ip t ion in iRirsian engraved on a marble 
t a b l e t i s placed over the top of the northern gateuay of the 
1* A subdivisional headquarter in D i s t r i c t farrukhabadf 
U.P* 
the aai^L* According to t h i s i n s c r i p t i o n the building 
housing the SSIAL was bu i l t in A.H. ia94/A.O. 1682 and i t was 
named nuhammadabad Kablr* The l a s t expression (fluhammadabad 
Kabir) y i e lds the date of i t s cc^struction i . e * l094 . About 
t h i s inscr ip t ion i t i s noteworthy that i t nowhere ind ica tes thai 
the building t o which i t i s re ferr ing was meant for housing a 
aarai* On the other hand the use of expression abad ahuda (was 
populated) and the name of the place giving the date of 
construction i^*luhaniBadabad Kabir) go t o show that i t was 
v i s u a l i z e d as some kind of s n a i l township or l o c a l i t y * I t may 
be suggested that the inscr ip t ion i s referring here to a whole 
complex of which the present a^raj^ , was only the most important 
Part* This i s borne out by the surviving evidence in the form of 
or ig inal documents referred to in the Civi l s u i t No. 47 of 1952 
f* A subdivieiBfta^ headqttar^sr ^f^ Oia^rie^ ^arrHkhabad. 
1* The t ex t of the i n s c r i p t i o n and i t s English trans lat ior 
are given below^ 
Text: 
Translation* 
Huua (Name of God) 
During the reign of the King Alamgir / 
was established a locality resembling paradise/' 
in 1094 
which i s equal t o p r i c e l e s s 'Fluhammadabad Kabir / 
tti« MJUl*^ Aee*ff#fti t» ^^« interiptlon th« bull ding 
houving th« 4AJU1 JMi Jfiiat in A.N* ta94/A»0« i§8t and i t w«« 
fia««d nuli«mi«d«ba4 lCji^t« Ttn ia«t •upMsaion <lluli«NMud«b«d 
Kabir) yi«Id« tM d«l« b^ i U efliittF¥9U«i i*«« 1S94> Abowt 
this inseriptiaii i t i« ii«t«wertliy tliat i t nowiwr* ifidie«t«t tiiat 
tH« building ta i^gl i 41 i s mf^rffing vac ««aftt f9t housing a 
amXMk" ^ tlia atliit iMMd tlia uas of oxpriooion ^^ff ahiiriM u^ao 
popuXatod) and tlio Ra«o of ttio piaeo giving tlio data of 
eonatruetion {lMia««oi»ted K«bit) go to oliou ttwt i t wao 
viouaiit»d aa oo«o kind of o»oil teynohip o> loooiity* It «ay 
bo auggootod that tbo inotriptian io tofofting horo to a whoia 
Qoaplox of whieh tho Pfboont AAlil waa only tho «oot inpottont 
part* Thia ia bema out by tho onrviwing owidonoo in tho fom nf 
otiginai doeuManto r«fbt»«d to in tho Civil ouit No* 4t of 1982 
4« A oubdivioionol^ hoadqu*»t*t in Mtotriot ^atruMiabodi 
1* Tho toxt of tho inooription andlita Cngliah tranolation 
aro givon bolou' 
^uu% (Nana of God) 
During tha raign of tha King Alangi» / 
uaa aatabliahad a looality voapmbling paradioo/' 
in 10f4 i , 
uhioh ia aqual to ptiooloao *nahamiadabad Kabir / 
wfiieh «l.l,i«d«« to or^iards and ottmw proptity attaalwil to tha 
1 
,* 
^ ^ 4AXll tfoo o Oqtiavo •fielo«tir« cuNoHno on 
mtmm of t2ft.2Q x 12f .20 oq«ii« with hiftl lN|ittlo«oiitod wollo 
•iX mtmmd* Tfw?« ar« feuv OQftaQOnol liaotiono on tfia eotii«»a« 
Tho a a i i l hao two gatowayo on tho n o t t ^ ^ and ooythotn aidoo* 
Thara io a iioac}Wo in tha eontro of ttai iM^oioaura and ona wall 
in tKa eowrtyard of tha iioaqtia* ftoeiia in tNi A l S t l f*» along 
a l l tha foiit aidaa- Tha»a ara four ootfto^ roonot but unlika 
6aiidaflia» Chhaparghat and MaiMiiganJ titaro ifttm no kiq roeaa 
loeatad in tha oantra of aaeh aid«« t o t ^ nitfibav of rooM in 
tha MMStJL inelwding oetnat irooMO i a 9t* 
A l l tha roo«a of tho MUSML wi^h tfio oxeoption 
of oornar foona a^o idimtioai in doaifpi 4*^ diaanaiona* Caoh 
rooa ia a oqwatOi eovoting an afaa of 3»7^ x 3«7S aq*»* and 
ia ftm%94 by an afohad opaning of 2*40 « 3*7S aq»a* Tha «ain 
oha«bar of tha rooii ia antarad through aj oMallar areh of width 
1*12 «• T^^a ia a anail arohad ouppott in tho roar wall of 
aaoh rooM probably providing for a windoj^ but i t ia f i l l a d up 
nmd* 
Comer roeaa of tNi juUCal o^o poly|gena antarad through 
arehad doara of width 1*20 • • thaoo roe4a furthar opan into tha 
holler oetagcNial baationa through 1*00 m4 arcsthaa in tha 
eorraaponding walla* 
t* Cf* Civ i l Suit No* 47 of l9S2i ^IS^Ulll* 
Tim n0t%h9m %»i!^g^ M « doybl* t^orvy 
«e»i«i«i« of f i«« «f|iliKi « tt«« ttuitifelist^^ hdlf^doMd «reH«« 
lMiw««n tN«ii« tiw tdtifUl f f %fl« ml%ifeliiitt«d at«hM i« 4*17 • • 
••0*1 •n^ tH« wliliti ttfUif •KNi? •rQh»» i f 4*07 • • •••^« Av^ii«d 
• ! » • • • • •dvstiAf «» • ! • « ^ 9 * 7 8 ic 4«90 •q^n* • • •»! ofaan en b«tli 
•id«» ef %!!• min ^ t t i s t * * i^r4P»% of tNi gatov^y ! • bat t i^ -
M^iiivd* % tim P^RC&t t f ttM Q«t^ii«y •» • ! oHoi windous* Th^ 
got^ i « pl^«t«r«tf «fid tMT ••fiGl«*«iQii« f^efng i « provided* 
im«i«t i f ig of Wo potntod liorss^siie^ •toho* of width 3*27 • • 
oceh and Pl«0«d at a diatanea of i * l 8 • * froo aaoh otii«f 
fer«iiig tho oain oaaaaga* thaoo aro flan^ad on oaoH aido by 
•fi syoli of iKtoH •••XX»t width* Th^ gata ia in aiogl^ st^r^y 
•fid hao it99n fillmd up with brieko latoly* 
Tho tttot notieoobi^ ohsngo offoetad in th^ 
Plan of thio MiJUL i * tha toduotion in o^io of ana of tha 
gotoa to a o<^oidorabXo oxtont* Apoatonily tha ohanging 
po i i t iea l oenditiena and growing inatabiJiity dietatadA Mowav4r» 
tho oroeooo of eonvoraian of aejiid baatitina into hoiisw baationa 
giving way to eexna» tooaof that had bagtjin in Sarai Chhaparghati 
•oa«a to ha«o soaohod i t a euloination it^ thio MJtMk* '^ ho 
hoiiow oetogonal baationa in thia MMiMk ^'« eonvortad into 
baautiful ootnav foona appatontiy liaant for atoroa ate* Anothar 
intoraating faattiro ia tho aboaneo of any biggor feoo in tha 
MMJUd^ apart fron eomar roo«a« 
A JULlil d«tiii9 took io th« fit9% half of 
th« •IfhtMiitll esntuty 1» l«o«t«tf m% Klmdaganji • toimtliip 
•itii«t«d 24 kat* •outh-^ast «f rfttt«*ktiabai(* Naar tha kwaiarn 
•ift«l(ifts af tha tiMi» tha Min raad paaaaa through thia MSllt 
Mldiii i t iPfaad an both aidaa of tha a^atf* Thia MXal io 
daoofiNi in tha j^tlgjot i i w l t l t l ^ Fai^ riAhabad in tha 
ftiiawing MOVda< *KhutfaganJ oyad i ta for»ar iiipattanea to ita 
paaitlih aa a halting plaea at tha «vaaaing of tha Kali Nadi* 
I t s ajaatiaiit MML ••fvmi tha haavy traffic frea Catmpora to 
fatlTHliliabacft and through farriAhalHid to RohiXkhand*"'* Fithrar 
atttiiNifcaa this MMSML ^^ Yoqodt Khan "aa ia eonfimad by an 
inioripliont on ona of tha daaoXiahad portala*** Hovovar* an 
inatriptien but in tha piaatar ovar tha faeada of tha aoaqua in 
tH9 Jbilil giVM tNi data 1737 A»l)«' It alao idantifiaa tha 
U !•«• ttoava* Ittityiat S l M i l t i t i farrukhabad ( t9 i i ) , 
P« 234* 
2* A« ftthrar, Bmuitntai, ftftUflMtUgt ^  ^wiBtta i i , 
4i^  4tt^ il.y^P^ li Qudh. Malii lU o> a t . Ihm inaagiat ian 
Mwiiciaad by fuhrar ia not traoaabla now* 
%• Tha toxt of tho inaoripti«ii 
tianalaHtm 4fv givan b«i«w< 
^J^Acs^^^^,.,,_j di^^.^^^jjA 
ajLJLiLJtJtiJLJtJLlii^^iJiJLliLJLJLiLJiJLJLJL 
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inoaque aa Was11d»l Yagoot i n d i c a t i n g t h a t i t uaa b u i l t by 
Yaqoot Khan* 
^hs aqy?i i s a square enc losure cover ing an 
area of t l 3»60 x 113.60 8q*m* The wa l l of the encloaure 
i s bat t lemented and conta ins f ou r octagonail " b a s t i o n a " a t the 
co rne rs . -Probably gates were l o c a t e d on the western and 
eaatern s ides a t the spots through which the road PasaeSf but 
these do no t e x i s t now* An e l a b o r a t e l y b u i l t moaque atands i n 
the south-western corner of the s a r a i a t tached t o the western 
w a l l * H was apparent ly l oca ted ad jacent t o western gateway 
* 
now e x t i n c t * The e n t i r e complex of the roosque i s p ro jec ted 
ou ts ide and i s not i n a s t r a i i g ^ ^ l i n e w i t h the w a l l * There i s 
a w e l l i n the no r t h -eas te rn s ide of the compoundf but i t i s 
d r i e d up now* Long sow of rooms runs along a l l the four aides 
i n the a q r a i * There are two b igger rooms i n the cent re of 
no r the rn and southern a ides , and fou r corner rooms opening i n t o 
the baa t iona . A l l the ord inary rooms of the s a r a i w i t h the 
except ion of two b igger rooma and fou r corner rooraa are 
i d e n t i c a l i n design and s i ze * 
Each ord inary room of the SMl£iL i s a square 
cowering an area of 3*32 x 3*32 sq.m. There are no porches or 
open spaces i n f r o n t of the rooms which i s an unusual f e a t u r e * 
The en t r y t o the room i s prov ided through a m u l t i f o l i a t e d arch 
of w id th 1*46 m. The bigger roona on the southern and nor thern 
s ides have a f r o n t of th ree m u l t i f o l i a t e d arches i n a row 
giving i t the impression of a verandah* Thevt are further 
flanked on both sidea by rooms which Jaafciiad »f hav€A9 an 
opening towards the courtyard/can be entered i n t o through the 
bigger rooms* There are staircases on alJL the four corners 
leading up to the roof of the corner rooms that look l i k e a 
bestions* The rooms also run along the depression caused by 
the outward projection of the mosqUe* 
The mosque of the parai i s a three dome structure* 
which are crowned with inverted lo tus motives and f i n i a l s * I t 
i s plastered and possesses an inscr ip t ion cut in plaster ixi the 
top of the facade* Unlike other sa ra ia . the mosque in th is 
sarai has emerged as an in tegra l part of the or ig ina l structure 
of the QsXaiL* ''^ ha t o t a l area of the mosqUe could not be 
measured* The courtyard of the mosque i s f lanked on northern 
and southern sides by two rows of roomsf the size of which i s 
the same as the size of an ordinary room in the Sia£aL» 
There are two new and s ign i f i can t features 
in the plan of th is A a i a i b u i l t in 1737i (a ) the absence 
of porches in f ront of the rooms reducinci ^he t o t a l res ident ia l 
space provided in the a^aiEaJL* ib) incorporation of mosque as an 
i n t e g r a l part of the sarai structure* 
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Summary of Condualona 
The institution of aarais in the f(3rm 
in which it is known to us seems to have been introduced 
in India by the Turks* The construction of saraia on a 
large scale as a public institution only commenced roughly 
from the middle of I6th century* Sher Shah is accredited 
with having established a large number of aarais providing 
various facilities to the travellers* 
In architectural terms generally a §^ r^ J, 
building used to comprise of a large rectangular enclosure 
having one or more gates and a long rou of rooms along the 
four sides in the enclosure* In different regions, this 
plan would be present with local variations* For example 
aarais in Cujarat were large enclosures (presumably 
rectangular) partitioned into many houses accessible from 
the main gateway* These features of the JiaJLaJL structure 
ware evolved gradually* In the beginning it was a fortress 
like structure with single gateway and solid bastions at the 
corners* The bastions were gradually replaced by hollow 
structures which though in ahaPe still retained the form of 
a bastion* actually ware corner rooms that could be utilized 
in many ways* Another change accompanying this was the 
introduction of c^e more gateway opposite the main gate 
facilitating simultaneous entry and exit of the travellers 
and t h s i r goods without causing any bott lenecks* The to ta l 
r e s i d e n t i a l space provided to a t r a v e l l e r in the sara i s was 
a l s o increased gradually* By the middle of i7th century the 
fflerohants putting up in a aarai were furnished the f a c i l i t y 
of s tor ing the i r goods in the uarehouses* 
In Mughal India* a very large numbeir of aarais 
were d is tr ibuted a l l over the empire* Qnci important factor 
promoting the construction of ftar^ig on a large s c a l e from 
the middle of l6 th century was presumably the i n t e n s i f i c a t i o n 
of money economy causing expansion of trade and commerce* 
Heightened commercial a c t i v i t i e s during the l7th century 
increased the frequency of trave l ccnsequcintly creating 
greater demand for a larger number of aarai§ and better 
f a c i l i t i e s in thero* The d i s tr ibut ion pattern of these 
parai^ when indicated on a map shows that the main alignments 
of t h e i r concentrations are in a great measure of coincidence 
with the trade-routes worked out on the bas is of h i s t o r i c a l 
evidence* This further confirms the view that the growth 
of sara i s was re la ted to the expansion of trade* 
The establishment of aaraig on a large s c a l e 
in Mughal India* was guided in addition ti3 economic factor 
by administrative requirements as well* The sara i s were 
frequently used by the nobles and other personnel in the 
s erv i ce of the s t a t e * As has been noticed above* the 
s tructures of the early aaraia were modelled a f t er those of 
f o r t r e s s e s having bastions and battlefflented walls* In the 
time of c r i s i s these could a l s o be converted i n t o for tres ses 
and garrissoned* This was part icu lar ly true about the larger 
sara i s e s tab l i shed by the king and the n o b i l i t y , i^ any of the 
aarais Of t h i s type not located on the e s tab l i shed and fu l ly 
i d e n t i f i e d trade-routes roay be at tr ibuted to administrative 
and other extra-economic factors* 
The l a r g e s t share in the establishment of 
sara i s in Mughal India was that of the royalty and n o b i l i t y t 
though in comparison to the ir share in the t o t a l wealth of 
the soc i e ty the ir contribution in t h i s respect was rather 
small* Oh the other hand Part ic ipat ion of appropriating 
groups cons t i tu t ing middle stratum, e s p e c i a l l y that of pe t ty -
o f f i c i a l s and merchants was much larger as compared to the i r 
share in the t o t a l wealth, which bears out the s ign i f i cance 
of the economic factor in the establishment of §arais» The 
larger Part ic ipat ion of middle groups in t h i s respect goes 
to Indicate that even i f many of the indiv iduals contributing 
to the establishment of sara i s were motivated by philanthropic 
sentiments , the overal l factor inducing them to spend money 
on such projects was economic* 
The share of the zamindara in the establishment 
of comparatively smaller sara i s mainly located in the rural 
areas was d i s t i n c t l y greater than that of the ncn-zaroindar 
groups l i k e the n o b i l i t y and the holders of revenue grants 
put together* This indicates that while zamindars would 
impede trade by inposing rahdari and making other illegal 
exactions^ there also appear to have considerable incentiv/e 
for there to try to ensure the passage of trade under their 
supervision which was also a substantial source of incone 
for theM* There is discernible a tendency towards the 
establishment of saraia by certain communities or castesi 
which is nore marked in the case of smaller Qaraip mainly 
located in the country-aide* This goes to testify to the 
existence of well-organized villaget castes or guild 
organizations during the 16th and l7th cerituries* 
The larger aaygis established by the state are 
known to have possessed an elaborate organization* There 
was one overall incharge in each AaXal appointed by the 
state» who supervised the working of the t^ arai as well as 
maintained law and order there* This offJLcial was assisted 
by a large subordinate staff consisting of two kinds of 
personnel viz* (a) the watchmen and gate-keePers, and 
(b) the service staff mainly represented by a particular 
Muslim castei namely* bhativ^raa* The job of cooking the 
meals and cleaning the rooms etc* was mainly performed by 
the female members of bhatj-vara families settled in the 
sarais. It appears that there existed in the large state 
^arais good arrangements for the safety of the travellers 
against thefts etc* 
In i^ughal India the moat i n f l u e n t i a l group 
using garaiq wsr« of coursa the royalty and n o b i l i t y . 
This category of people would be mainly concerned with 
larger aarai^. They would in any case get preferent ia l 
treatment in the matter of f inding accommodation in any 
JULIML* ^^t, aaraiy would rarely be used by the Emperors for 
the i r personal accoromodatic^; i t i s only in the case of 
aqraia located on the way to Kashmir that the surviving 
t r a d i t i o n s go to t e s t i f y that aooonmodation ava i lab le in 
these structure* were used for the stay of the king himself* 
In t h i s connection i t i s noteworthy that profess ional s o l d i e r s 
while moving on a mil i tary mission were expected not to use 
AaJCaiE. accofflmodation* They a l so appear to have considered 
staying in a qiarai as something mi l i t a t ing against the ir 
dignity* This would mean that when a k ing's camp would be 
located near a eara i . i t s accommodation would be u t i l i z e d 
only by the c i v i l o f f i c i a l s and the mil i tary personnel would 
neces sar i ly be staying in the camp* 
The moat important and numerous category of 
people using the saraia was that of merchants* traders 
and p e t t y - o f f i c i a l s * Merchants and traders represented a 
very large number of persons using aarais on t h e i r journeys* 
Some of the big qarais located in important towns were 
reserved for the exc lus ive use of the merchants and traders* 
existed 
There also/a number of small qgralg mainly located in the 
country-aidBf which were established by merchant or trading 
communities for their oun use* 
The qarai^ were generally open to diverse 
groups and no distinction^ whatsoever^ was maintained 
between the people bftlcnging to different religious and 
cultural conmunlties* It seems that at seme stage during 
the I6th century an attempt was made to provide special 
arrangements for the cooking of meals of Hindu travellers 
and also to demarcate the residential accommodation to be 
used by the Hindus and Muslins* These special arrangements 
in any case did not cotitinue for long and during the l7th and 
I6th centuries sqrais growingly became an institution open to 
all groups, where people belonging to different nationalities 
and cultures mixed with each other freely and shared together 
the available facilities* 
Various facilities ware provided to the 
travellers in the sarai^;* In the state an^aXs. there 
was provision of free medi for some time during the reigns 
of Shar Shah and Akbar* But even afterwards good arrangements 
for the cooking of meals were provided in the sarais^* The 
travellers were generally provided with considerable residential 
^ space and stores for keeping their goods in the parais* At a 
later period the s^ J^ a^ B wsra also provided with marketing 
facilities from where the travellers residing in the qarais 
could make purchases* There were also available opportunities 
for different kind of entertainments including those provided 
by musicians and dancing girls* There are also references 
to the availability of physicians in tha sarais. though not 
all of them possessed sufficient training in their profession* 
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